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PREI~,ICE
In recent years Jand drainage policy has received attention on
two counts: the adequacy of the financial returns to investment
of public funds in drainage has been qucstioncd, at’td it has bccn
alleged that ad’.,e~c impacts on the environment also resuh
t hcrcfroln.
Two typcs of drainage - arterial and field - are idcntilicd.
Arterial drainagc involves tllc artificial widening and deepening
of main rivers and important tributaries in order to increase
their cffcctivcncss in draining their catchment areas. Field
ch’ainagc comprises tile activities necessary to remove surlgJus
water ti’om fields. The two are interdel~ndent in tile sense that
in some areas successful field drainage is contingent upon
arterial drainage having been undertaken, and the full benefits
of arterial drainage can only be captured if the complenacotary
field work is done.
The Oflqcc of Public Works (OPW) is tile governn’~cnt agency
charged with primary responsibility for arterial drainage. It has
responded to tile above concerns in a positive and constructive
manner. Foz~al artd systematic appraisal of tile benefits and
costs of proposals for arterial drainage has been initiated. One of
these analyses has been published. A committee representing
the relevant interests provides advice on environmental impact,
and the environmental implications of projects are assayed.
Wc feh that it would be useful at this stage to provide an
ove]’vicw of ~mc of tile issues it’tvolvcd in drainage policy, for
tile following reasons:
(i) Land drainage is regarded as a pivotal clement in the EEC
- supported cfl’orts to improve productivity in tile West,
and substantial funds, both fi’on’t EEC sources and directly,
fi’om tile Irish tax-payer, are to be devoted to this task.
(ii) The Office of Public Works is the only govcrnmc,lt agency
which systematically app,’alscs its investment proposals
and makes its analyses available for public scrutiny. "[’heir
first study was initiated in 1970. We felt that, with over a
decade of experience in applying this approach, an
independent review of its application would be of interest.
Our review has implications for the analysis of both
expenditure on drainage and for public investment in
general.
(iii)Since large areas ofthe country have already been drained,
we felt, a priori, that it was possible that many of the best
investment opportunities, in both arterial and field
drainage, had ah’eady been undertaken; the potential for
making inappropriate investments if this were the ca~
would, therefore, be probably greater now than it has been
in the past. Furthermore, as the area drained incrcases, the
scarcity value increases of the remaining wetlands and
unmodified waterways for fisheries and wildlife habitat.
In this report we try to give tile reader a sense of the historical
context, followed by an ove]~,iew and analysis of the issues. In
doing so, we draw exclusively on already existing studies and
available data; no original field work was undertaken. We focus
on the economic efficiency dimension. It is often the case that
those lands which are difficult (and therefore expensive) to
drain, and v.,hieh yield relatively low increases in production,
will also be of great environmental value. We feel, therefore,
that by concentrating drainage investments on those areas
where the returns exceed the costs, some of the most
environmentally deleterious work will be avoided. We confine
our treatment of environmental impact per se to a synoptic
outline of the primary impacts in this regard and a brief
discussion of the manner in which these considerations are deah
with in the decision-making process.
~,.Ve discovered in the course of this work that land drainage is
a sensitive policy area. One individual felt that, by the very fact
of undertaking the stud),, we were choosing snipe over farmers,
and were willing to drive people fi’om the land for the sake of a
few birds. While this no cloubt represents an extreme view, it
nevertheless captures the Ilavour of the sensitivities involved.
We want to emphaslse that we are not in any sense "against"
drainage. To the contrary, we are very much in favour of it
",’,,hen tile returns (broadly defined)justify the outlays involved,
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and when envh’onmental aspects have been adequately
considered. \’Ve are "against" drainage invcstnlent which costs
more than it yields in return. Furthermore, if thc lancl-owncr
has existing investment opportunhies, such as increased
stocking, more fertiliser usage, more silage capacity, changed
management systems etc., which would yield a greater net
return than drainage, then the funds should be directed instead
to these. In some - but by no means all - inslances it will, of
course, bc necessary for owners to drain their land before they
can apply further inputs to economic advantage.
While our review of h’ish drainage policy is i)crhal)s rather
cuz’sory, we have, we feel, idcntificcl some ol’the morc intcresting
issues pertaining thereto. We hof that this study will be a
hell)ful contribution to the discussions of drainage in the ycars
a hcacl.
The report is in five parts: in Scetlon I, past activity in arterial
anti ficld drainage is outlinccl anti cnvlronmcntal impacts are
discussecl. In Section II wc prcsent a brief discussion of the
economic concepts unclerlyh~g our approach. In Section Ill,
arterial drainage is analysed in some detail; a review of the
legislative and institutional setting is followed by a discussion of
costq)enefit analysis as applied by the Office of Public \’Vorks.
lnvestrnent in arterial’clrainage is then cvaluatecl in this context.
In Section IV, a review of progrcss anti expenditure on lielcl
clrainage is tbllowed by ao examination of economically related
policy issues. In Scction \; some recommendations are
presented.
We arc grateful to l)onal Creedon, Larry Dempsey, Pat
Doherty and Matt Harley of the Department of Agricuhurc.
They gave us the considcrable benefit of their knowledge and
experience concerning fielcl drainage. Gabriel Noonan of the
Department of Finance provided us with many valuable
insights concerning thc analysis of arterial drainagc. At ESRI
Kicran A. Kennedy, Robert O’Connor anti Susan Scott gave us
very useful written comments. Staff" meml)ers" of the Oil]co of
Public Works, notably Frank Fingleton, .John Howard and
Michael Lynn were generous in the i)rovision of data. Wc arc
grateful to Jim Ryan of the National Board for Science and
Technology for introducing.us to this fascinating topic.
While all of the above hell~d us consldcrably in our
dcliberatlons, responsibility for the content and conclusions
rests with us alonc. X’Vc are especially grateful to Norcen Walsh,
Maria Swords anti othcr mcmbers of the office staff’at ESRI who
typed the paper with such accuracy and expedition, and to Pat
Hopkins who drcw the graphs..,Maurcen Doran-O’ Reilly o[’the
library was ever generous with her assistance.
The Office of Ptd~lie Works stands alone among i~ublie
agencies in h’eland in its willingness to publish its investment
appraisal procechwes. \Ve have accepted the invitation implicit
in this act and have critically analysed the procedures so
described. In doing so we arc reviewing techniques ofanalysis
which in many - perhaps almost all - cases are no doubt better
than those employed elsewhere in government in h’eland. ~,’Vc
salute the inembcrs of the Office of Public Works who have had
the courage and conlidcncc to subject thclr work to public
scrutiny; this volume is dediealcd to them.
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1 BACA"GRO(J’a\Cl-)
lnh~duction
Ireland sull"crs fi’om an extensive drainage problem. The
source of the clililculty is not exception raint~.ll. It is the saucer
shape of tile countrysicle with its high maritime rina and tlat
interior. As a result, the rivers flow slowly through poor
channels. Much of the lancl sull"t:rs from periodic or prolongecl
flood damage. Even al Iow-tlow, the rivers provide poor out falls
that prevent at!joining I:~lncls being properly ch’ainccl. If" Icli
unattenclccl, these slow-llowing rivers tcncl to silt uI) and the
drainage conditions ctegcneratc. So, the need Ibr remeclial
clrainagc work is recurrent.
State involvement in arteri;d drainage has a long history,
clating back to famine timcs. At that timc, the work was all clone
manually, and it employed about tbrty thousand people at peak.
The process has now become highly mcchanised with tile use of
dragline excavators anti I|oating dredgers for excavation, and
spcclallsccl cqulpmcnt tbr drilling and blasting rock. It is all
carried out uncler tile central cllrcction of the Otl]ce of F~ublic
Works (O]~\.V). Fewer than one thousancl people are now
employed on tile programme.
Almost all of tile arterial work has consisted of deepening and
widcning river channels to accommodate existing river Ilows.
The ahernative - moderating river flows by diverting rivers or
storing in reservoirs - is tlncolqnll/on..~ehcmes are designed atier
the study of long records of water Ilows and a detailed survey of
the catchment. ’l’ypically, tile channel enlargement aims to give
immunity fi’om the three-year flood and to reduce the low-tlow
water table sull]eiently so that satisfactory drainage is achieved
of the land areas to be improved. This level of flood immunity
means that Ilooding in the SJpring-Autunln growing season will
be ,,,cry rare. The low ,,rater table provides sutlieient outl?dl to
enahle farmers to fully rehabilitate their land by field drainage.
State involvement in field drainage is of quite recent origin. It
takes tile form of" grant aid. Tile one experiment in direct work
by tile state proved unwie[cly and was short-lived. The grant is
administered by tile Department of Agrlcuhure.
Arterial Drainage
In tile hundred years fi’om 184-0-1940, there were three
significant programmes of arterial drainage. Over that period,
tile state drained about 450 thousand acres, equal to 4 i*r cent
of farm land.t Individual schemes were typically quite small,
averaging 2,000 acres each. The peak of activity occurred in ten
years spanning the famine period, when over halfofa[I this work
was carried out. Unfortunately, much of the work done under
these programmes was allowed to fall back into chronic
disrepair tbr lack of maintenance.
An Act passed in 1945 gave arterial drainage new impetus.
This Act removed several obstacles which were impeding the
clrainage programme. The most notable change was the shift
from tackling drainage problems in a piecemeal fashion to
draining entire catchments at a time.
Review of .,Ictivit), (1945:1980)
Since tile Arterial Drainage Act (194-5) was passed, 34
schemes have been completed, and a further three are in
progress. Just over 600 thousand acres of land will have been
inllucnced hy ch’ainagc when these arc completed. Over this
time ff238 million (at 1980 prices) were invested in survey and
construction o[’ schemes by tile Office of Public \’Vorks (OP~.’V).
On average, arterial drainage has absorbed I I/.2 per cent of tile
Public Capital Programme; it has constituted about 12~/2 per
cent o1" state capital spending on agricuhure.
The level of investment in arterial drainage grew steadily
from tile time tile first scheme started on the Brosna in 1948 up to
1. Under the 1842 Act. 25,0 thousand acres ~’ere drained, under the 1863 ACt 130 thou~nd actt,
and under the 1925 Act 70 thoumtnd acre1.
million £
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the mid ’fifties. (See Graph I and Appendix Table 1.) In the late
’fifties it slumped when the government made widespread cuts
in capital spending in an effort to protect foreign reserves. In
1959 the programme was restored and the volume of spending
doubled in the ensuing five years. The mid ’sixties was the
heyday of drainage activity,. Towards the end of the decade the
level of work dwindled away. By 1972 it had fallen to only
one-third of its peak level. However, in the wake of EEC
membership the programme took on a new lease of life. As we
enter the 1980s the drainage programme has recovered much of
its former vlbrance.
Table I summarises the progress of the drainage programme
in each decade. Expenditure is shown in constant 1980 building
prices: it is divided into capital spending on the su~,ey and
construction of new arterial schemes and current spending on
maintenance of exlstlng schemes. Capital costs per acre drained
almost doubled from the ’fifties to the ’sixties, but fell
significantly in the ’seventies.2
Table 1: Progress under the central government’s arterial drainage
programme
Survey and construction of drainage schemes (capital spending)
t~4aintenanee A ~,erage of annual
(current % of public Acres
spending) Spending capital drained Cost
(£000 1980) (£000 1980) programme (000 acres) £1980/aere
1950-59 988 57,202 1.5 211.0 271.1
1960-69 9,102 104,005 1.8 205.3 506.6
[970-79 22,876 59,495 0.6 156.8 379.4
Notes and Sources: Same as for Appendix Table 1.
Central government spending on maintenance has grown
dramatically over the decades. Under the 1945 Act, the OPW
wererequired to maintain the new schemes it undertook "in
2. "l’he choice of deflalor is of consicicrible imporla~e, U~ of a building price index glve~ a sense of
productivity per forc.~a ~ee in corot rucllon. U~ of Ihe consumer price index glve~ Bn idea of the lax
take necq~mtry to repeat t he work in 1980. guildlng pric~ r~e a ~d deal f~ler Ib~n consumer prlc~
durlng the ’~’entk~; ~ a r¢lu[I, the tax take to repeat Ihe work el’the ’~-eenlic~ would, in fact, be
only marginally cheaper per acre than that of the "llxtie~.
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proper repair and effective condition". The maintenance of all
previous drainage schemes was transferred from the existing
Drainage District Boards to the County Councils. This was
intended as an interim step on the road to integration under
central authority.3 In fact, the OPW has, with few exceptions,
not taken over the maintenance of pre-existing schemes. The
growth in maintenance spending occurred as newly completed
schemes were put on maintenance. In 1980, it had reached
million for the year, or one-third of the relatively high capital
spending - ~9 million - of that year.
Outlook in the Eighties
As Graph 1 shows, spending on arterial drainage is almost
back to its previous peak. It is being boosted by the EEC
package of Aid for Western Drainage (1979). This will finance
half of th6 money spent on drainage schemes in the West of
Ireland. Under its five year programme, 54- thousand acres will
be drained at a total cost of£19 million (£ 1980). Drainage of the
Shannon has surfaced once again as a project likely to benefit
from EEC aid. Already £1 million has been allocated to conduct
the preliminary survey work.4 If it goes ahead, this scheme will
benefit 250 thousand acres, and will be more than twice as large
as any previous catchment scheme. Apart from these, several
schemes throughout the rest of the country are still on the
government’s priority list waiting to be done.
Environmental Implications5
Apart from removing surplus water from land, rivers fulfil
many other important functions for the community. They
provide public water supply, transport, and assimilative
capacity for sewage and waste. Six of our rivers have been
3. In the mcanlirne, Ihe OPW were given powers Io force Councils io maintmln d~inage work5
adcquat ¢1y. [f ih¢ Council did rmL comply ihc OPW couki cnlcr and ¢xccu;¢ Ihe ~ork. The OPW
could also apply lo have the rnanagemenl of any works in=mfcn~d lo zhcm by Ihe M~nlsler.
Howe.’or, Lh¢ ¢C~; of =dl maln l©nance ~ork (exc~uslve of OPt, V Flcad Office co~ls) were m~de pa~’abl¢
by CounciLs of the counties bencfizins.4. Ho~’c.,er we galher 1hal lhe survey work h~s been held up by the embargo on public seclor
personnel hiring.
S, The wider impacl of dnslnag~ ~’as addrcncd in a ~¢~¢s of p=pcn r~ad al a ¢onfcren¢~ on Ih~
~ubjecl in 1980. McCurniskcy (1980) dealt wiIh ~lcr resources, MeCarthy (1980) wlth r~heries and
Mcrnc (1980) ~’iIh ~’i~dlLr¢, Mosl of Ihe discussion in Ihi= =¢cl;on is dra~n fro.m these papers. Kelly
(19B0a and 1980b) aLto pro~’idc~ an ovcrvlc~, of envlronmental irn~cu.
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harnessed for power generation. Rivers and wetlands are the
essential Imbitat of fish and wetland wildlife. In their
undisturbed state they are also an important visual arnenity.
Arterial drainage may interfere with the present or future use of
a river for these purposes.
Water Supply
McCumiskey (1980) notes that: "in the absence of develop-
ment it is the drought flows that define the surface water re-
sources that are available for meeting the demands of the
various beneficial uses". The natural flow available can be aug-
mented in various ways, such as storing the water hy means of
impoundments and/or by regulating the outflow fi’om existing
natural lakes, and by further development of groundwater
resources.
For the country as a whole, total freshwater abstractions now
amount to 58 per cent of the drought flows; allowing for fisheries
and waste disposal needs, such a level of consumption could not
be maintained were it not for the existence of water storage
facilities and groundwater abstractions. It is expected that water
demands could double over the next 90 to 95 years, and much of
the increased consumption is expected to take place in the East,
where the available surface water per capita is less than 9 per
cent of that available in the Western and North-Western
regions. There is no absolute shortage of water in Ireland. In
many locations, however, we are at a stage when increased off-
take can only be achieved by investing in storage and/or
groundwater exploitation, or by sacrificing waste assimilative
capacity and, therefore, fisheries and amenity values; cconomlc
choices have to be made.
With regard to the impact of arterial drainage on water
supply, accorcling to McCnmiskey (1980) the most serious
potential problems arise when single purpose arterial drainage
schemes utilise natural lakes to alleviate flooding; they can
significantly reduce the volumes of water available to auglllent
low river flows and to support increased abstractions. He cites
the case of the Erne catchment, where tile O[t]ce of Puhlic
Works planned and designed a comprehensive arterial clrainage
scheme covering this area. In this scheme it was envisaged using
the storage capacity of a number of lakes to attenuate flood
I0
peaks. In a subsequent study by An Foras Forbartha, the
fcasihility of using these lakes to augment low flows so as to
support increased abstractions and waste disposal was
examined. It was fotJnd that these uses could bc accommodated
by controlling lake outflow and by retaining water levels in the
lake systems at minimum rccorclcd summer levels. Only small
areas of marginal lands adjacent to the lakes woukl not have Ihc
full benefit of arterial drainage with this approach.
If the initial OPW design had been acted upon, these
complementary - and in some cases very substantial - bcnellts
would have been foregone; it is ah’nost impossible politically,
and may be very costly technically, to reverse such a decision
after tile work has been completed. If the OPW is macle fully
aware of these non-|lood related dimensions of its activities, it is
willing to adapt its project designs approl)riatcly.
McCumiskey (1980) regards other water supply impacts as
being of relatively modest significance. He obsetwes that change
which involves widcning and dccpcning the river channel will
reduce water tables and therelbre "reduces the natural storage
available to maintain low flows during F~erlocls ofdrought", but
notes that "there is no evidence available that fully confirms
that such channel improvcmet’~t work materially reduces the
magnitude of the lowest drought flows". He says that river
channel improvements involving increased channel cross-
section and increased depth of Ilows duringdrought periods can
reduce somewhat a river’s waste assimilative capacity, I)ut thai
such reduction in the Irish context is "not consiclered to bc of
major significance".
A Iocalised problem can arise when the groundwater level is
reducecl to the extent that existing wells run dry. For example,
in an article in The Irish Times (Shanahan, 1980) it was reported
that at least 13 families near the river Blackwater were left
without water as a resuh of the adjacent arterial drainage
project. This difficulty can be overcome by drilling clccper wells.
Fisheries
The degree and naturc ofdisturhance to fisheries engendered
by drainage is particular to the catchment involved. Key con-
siderations appear to be the condition and nature of the river
bed belbrc drainage, the amount of re-grading required to cl’[t:ct
satisfactory run-off" in times of[lood, and tilt composition of the
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indigenous fish species (McCarthy, 1980). In certain circum-
stances, drainage works can have a beneficial effect for certain
species in the long term. For example, the Bunree, a tributory of
the River Moy, was studied in 1960, a year before drainage; and
in 1962, a year after drainage was completed. It was found that
recovcry of the salmon was good; this condition has persisted
with excellent spawning runs cntering the catchment in recent
years. McCarthy (1980) points out that sections of the river and
its tributaries had heavy deposits of peat silt before drainage.
The removal of these as a consequence of lowering the bed lcvel
cxposed the boulder clay, and this increased the spawning
potential of the system.
Conversely, pre- and post-drainage studies on all the major
tributaries of the Boyne have yielded very disturbing resuhs.
They all have vcry small numl~ers of young salmon re-
cstablishing, and most of these are stocked fish. For example, in
the Timblestown River, prior to drainage salmonids were the
dominant species, but over two years after drainage very few
wcrc present (,.McCarthy). Natural salmon stocks in the Boyne
system are now dependent on the smoh production of a single
river (the Blackwater). The decline in this instance appears to be
due to the presence of large populations of predators, which
impede salmon stocks recovery.
A major problem in rehabilitating fisheries is the need to
maintain the channels. The Report of the Inland Fisheries
Commission (1975) makes the point (p. 106):
The impact on the fisheries of recurring drainage
maintenance work gives cause for anxiety, and it is essential
that this work also have particular regard for the fisl)ery
requiremcms. Otherwise it will be a continuing disruptive
force, renewing the damage to spawning beds and
preventing tile natural rccuperation of river channels fi’om
the initial impact of dredging.
The problem arises with particular force in some of those cases
where drainage maintenance is undertaken by local authorities
themselves. In such c,-uses it seems that much of the work is done
in the absence of supervision and planning; excessively large
machines are used; "maintenance" proceeds on a periodic e.g.,
six or nine year, cycle, regardless of the state of recovery of the
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stream oK" river (Whelan, 1981).6
In order to minimise the effect ofarterial drainage on fisheries
and reduce post-drainage problems with weed growth, Whelan
suggests that where possible the following approaches should be
adopted (Whelan, 1981):
(1) Minimise interference, removing only points (sills).
(2) Retain old channel, and leave in meanders.
(3) (a) Retain trees, removing lower branches.
(b) Leave vegetation unhalwned on one bank.
(c) Remove vegetation from alternate banks in sections of
500-1,000 metres.
(4) Replant banks where possible with deciduous trees.
(5) Replace large boulders, stone and gravel.
(6) Dig pools at intervals.
(7) Drain in a stepwise manner so as to provide short riffle areas
wherever possible which will break up the surface film and
thereby increase aeration.
In some instances it will not be possible to comply with these
suggestions. In others it will reduce the effectiveness of the drain-
age and/or increase cost. These costs - reduced farm income
and/or additional project costs - must then be set against the
resulting benefits to the fisheries, and other conserva-
tion/amenity values. However in still other cases these measures
could reduce project and maintenance costs with only modest (if
an’),) reduction in drainage-effectiveness.
Wildlife
Merne (1980) reviews the impact of arterial drainage on
mammals, reptiles, amphibians and birds. He notes the
particular habitat requirements and significance of various
species, and the implications of drainage in these respects.
Otters, for example, are still fairly widespread and common in
Ireland, but "the clearance of riverside trees, scrub and other
vegetation, and the grading of the banks make it difficult for
otters to find suitable sites in which to make their breeding
hohs". He notes that the Black-necked Grehe is almost extinct in
Ireland due to turlough drainage. He points out that this
country’s primary importance for wildfowl lies in its capacity as
6. Sornc of th~c ideas are also incIudcd in Swalcs (1981).
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a relatively temperate wintering area at tile end of migratory
[]yways fi’om Greenland, Iceland, Scotland, Scandiuavla,
Ccntcal Europe and western Russia; with the reduction in
wetland areas, these species are being concentrated into fewer
and fewer areas, where they arc coming under pressure f’t’om
both hunters and shortage of tbod.
"Vile Forest and k.Vildlife Service is responding to these
])rcssurcs by surveying tile remaining wetlands in oJ’dcr to
identify those which are ofgreatcst importance tbr wildlife. It is
hoped that "cooperation, and liaison between consct’vation and
drainage attthoritics will result in modification of drainage plans
to accommodatc wildlifb conservation interests" (Mcrne, 1980).
It is planned also to iclcntify those wetlands which are of
scientific impol’tance by virtue o1" thci|" general ecology and
vegetation.
General Aesthetic and Amenity Considerations
Change in the landscape often evokes a generalised sense of
loss in some people, even while they recognlse that such change
may be beneficial financially. Rivel’s in their "natural", i.e.,
relatively undisturlsed, state, anc] the associated trees, shrub-
bery and verges are especially evocative in this respect; mem-
ories of rivel’s’ide i)icnics, walks, tcysts, boating trips, childhood
adventures etc., often do not easily yield to tile scouring,
scraping and de-hurling of vegetation associated with conven-
tional aclet+ial drainage, nor to tile resuhing relatively homo-
gcneous and geometric aplsearance. This sense of identity with
unnlodil]ed i’ivel’S resuhcd ill the US in tile statutory designation
and protection of what are called "wild and scenic rivers"; those
rivers o1" stretches of rivers so designated cannot be modified
except in exceptional circumstances. \’Ve are not arguing here
that such an approach is necessarily deslrab|e ill h’cland; we are
saying that the loss of a sense of identity which rcsuhs for some
people when a river is significantly modified is a consideration to
he weighed in the balance against the benefits of such
moclification.
Environmental Considerations and Economic Analysis
Since fishing, hunting, wildlife obsel’vatioo, recreation,
scientific considerations and aesthetic dimensions ace not by
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and large purchasai~le and exchangeable in well functioning
markets, we have no independent and universally acknow-
ledged litmns as to what price would accurately represent the
willingness to pay for the climension in question.
With regard to recreation, there is a vast literature -
originating mainly in the United States - devoted to evaluating
the willingness to pay for recreation experiences. It is important
to be clear on what should be measured in this respect: it is what
rccrcatlonalists would be willing to pay in aggregate at thesite in
question for admittance to the experience, i.e., what they would
be willing to pay after they have incurred equipment and
transportation costs. This is analogoas on the farming side to thc
addition to farm income rcsuhing fi’om drainage. Two broad
means of hnpnting such willingness to pay have found favour.
The first uses travel costs. In this approach tile visitors who
travel farthest are assumed to be marginal in tile sense that their
willingness to pay is assumed to he zero; if they knew that they
were to be f’aced with an entrance charge at tile recreation site in
question they would not go at all, or they would have gone
elsewhere. All other (closer in) visitors are assumed to reap a
"surplus", equal to the difference between the transportation
costs of the marginal visitors and those which they incur them-
selves. This dif!~t’enee is assumed to comprise the maximum
willingness to pay for admission to the recreation experience.
Ahhough this approach has tile advantage that it is based on
actual rather than hyl~thetical behaviour, it depends for its
validity on a set of highly restrictive assumptions (only sorne of
which can be relaxed by making the model more elaborate), and
it is in any event only applicable to a particular sub-set of
recreation types.
The second recreation evaluation methodology is called the
interview approach, whereby users are asked their willingness to
pay. To reduce bias, this question is typically approached
indirectly, by, for example, in the case of hunting, first getting
an estimate of toial expenditure on guns, shells, transportation
etc., and then assaying, through a mock-I>idding process, to
what level maxirnun’t total costs would have to rise before the
individual would first reduce and then desist ahogcther fi’orn
hunting. Tiae difl;crence between existing and maximum costs
comprises the willingness to pay for the experience. In
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comparison with the travel cost method, this approach has the
great disadvantage that it is based on hypothetical rather than
actual behaviour, but this is compensated for to some degree by
the greater flexibility it allows in application.
We have not done justice to the ingenuity of some of the
refinements which have been introduced to these basic
frameworks, but sufficient has been said to make clear the
profound limitations which these (and any other) approaches
share. They apply to only active users of the recreation/amenity
values, and cannot easily distinguish qualitative differences.
Thus in The Irish Times article cited earlier concerning the
drainage of the River Blackwater, Co. Meath, (Shanahan,
1980), one resident is quoted as saying "I’m not a fisherman, but
the fishermen I’ve talked to say that it’s no longer a pleasant
river to fish, more like a canal". Presumably there are other
fishermen who prefer fishing in canal-like conditions, but how
can both of these contrasting qualitative perceptions be
adequately captured in the evaluative metric? For much -
perhaps most - of the amenity conservation value, there is no
immediately identifiable group of beneficiaries. Lovers of
wildlife may rarely visit the catchment area per se, but still suffer
loss if breeding and feeding areas are destroyed. For unique
areas and species, there can exist what economists call option
value; option value exists when there is a willingness to pay to
retain for future use an area of uniqueness for which no close
substitutes exist, even if this option is not exercised. Thus, for
example, in Ireland there may be a willingness to pay to keep the
Wexford Wildfowl Reserve in its present use on the part of some
of those who have never visited it, and perhaps never will; they
want the option to remain open to them. A closely related
concept is that of vicarious consumption; this is comprised of the
satisfaction derived from simply knowing that certain rare or
remarkable species and environments exist.
While one can plausibly posit the existence ofsuch values, it is
manifestly impossible to arrive at benefit valuations which
would be accurate and achieve widespread acceptance. There is
the further difficulty that in Ireland many perceptions
concerning the environment are almost totally uninformed, and
values are, therefore, likely to change as knowledge improves.
Thus, for example, when Merne (1980) observes that the Black-
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necked Grebe is almost extinct as a breeding species in Ireland
due to turlough drainage, or that between half and three-
quarters of the world’s population of Greenland White-fronted
Geese depend on a few sites in Ireland for their winter feeding
and resting area, this information will probably evoke tittle
more than a yawn from those with little background, while
exciting interest and concern in those who do. Since knowledge,
interest and awareness of natural systems is growing, we can
expect a commensurate increase in the value which informed
people place on the protection thereof.
Tile difficuhies in arriving at a credible estimate of willingness
to pay for the preservation of areas of scientific interest are also
intimidating. Natural biota represent our reservoir of germ
plasm, to which we must turn in order to introduce new genetic
strains into cultivated plants. Many drugs are derived from
botanical specimens; examples include digitalis, heperin and
cortisone. Since we do not know which species may in the future
prove to have medicinally valuable properties, eliminating
species means forgoing future options. Since arterial drainage in
h’eland rarely, if ever, poses the stark choice of drainage versus
total species elimination, the above considerations are not
usually germane. The more mundane matter of choosing
between drainage and the preservation of a representative, but
not unique, ecosystem provides a near impossible evaluation
assignment, since a credible value cannot be assigned to the
research or other outputs resulting from such preservation.
Given the valuation difficulties, how are these non-market
considerations to be incorporated in the economic analysis? It is
a central tenet of this paper that if the investment appraisal of
the choices which can be valued using market prices is done
appropriately, then some potentially environmentally adverse
decisions will not be made, i.e., there are investments which on
economic efficiency grounds should not be undertaken; the
environmental costs in such cases do not need to be calibrated to
reach a decision. Conversely, there are investments which can
be fully justified on economic efficiency grounds which also have
incidental but vetT beneficial environmental effects. A striking
example in this latter eategmT was reported by the Steering
Group in their analysis of the Rivet" Maigue drainage scheme
(Steering Group, 1978). It was discovered that if the spoil (the
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dredged up soil and detritus fi’orn the river bed and banks) were
to be spread rather than piled in tmtreated spoil heaps (as had
been the practice), this would yield a net farm income increase
almost four times the additional cost, and would also have
beneficial environmental (including aesthetic) effects. Thus, the
frst rule is to make sure that the proposed incremental
investments are economically efficient, because in some cases
what is efficient, based on market vahmtions only, will also be
environmentally I)enign.
In instances where, to use the business studies terminology,
the decision is not dominant (all criteria favouring a particular
course of action) then trade-oil’s have to be made. The analyst
can make an important contribution by indicating tile mag-
nitudc of the sacrifice required in terms of net market-valued
output so as to accommodate the non-market values. To do so,
however, tile analysis must be structured in an incremental
fi’amcwork. The additional costs incurred and corresponding
returns yielded as the scale of the scheme is expanded must be
l)resented. Furthermore, the environmental implications of
each increase in scale need to be addressed, however qualitively
this must be done initially. When information is presented in
this fashion, it is possible to identify when a small nct financial
gain is achieved at a major loss to the environment and vice
versa. In order to apply this effectively, both the financial and
the environmental data must be presented in a marginal
framework. With regard to the latter, in addition to its use for
trade-off analysis, it also facilitates the identification of
thresholds, which can be of great value. It can be the case that
the carrying capacity of an environment is not fully utilised by a
particular species, and habitat removal/modification can,
therefore, proceed with little damage to populations. However,
when the carrying capacity is fully utilised, this disruption of
habitat can only take place at the expense of the biota in
question. At a further stage ofdevelopment, habitat disruption
can only take place if species extinction - local, regional,
national or global - is countenanced. It is important, at least, to
attempt to work towards the identification of these and other
threshold points, however imperfectly they can be clefined at
this stage. Vqe hope that the EEC-funded study of the
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environmental implications of arterial drainage which is now
undct’~vay will be designed in this fashion.
Field Drainage
The state was much slower to get involved in field drainage.
The first schen’tc of grants was introduced in 1931. Progress was
modest. Only 140,000 acres benefited under the scheme in
twenty years of its operation. A major handicap was the lack of
spccialised machinery for the work.
After thc Second World War, the opportunities Ibr field
drainage had improved. The arterial programme had started.
As it opcncd up better river ontfalls, more fields could be
profitably drained. Appropriate machinery had also become
available. Accordingly, the Department of Agriculture
launchcd a major scheme of field drainage anti land
reclamation, known under the title of The Land F’roject (1949).
When the Land Project was introducecl, a survey by officers of
the \.Vartime Compulsory Tillage Campaign indicated that 4~/z
million acres of farmland needed some Ibrm ofimprovenaent to
reach n’taximum productive capacity. The estimate was later
increased to 6 million acres, as the use of heavier farm machin-
ery exposed drainage deficiencies. On about 5 of the 6 million
acres inadequate drainage was identified as the main inhibiting
factor.
In 1974 the Land Project was superseded by the Farm
Modernisation Scheme. The latter brought the assistance for
lield drainagc into conformity with EEC directivcs for farm
development. It was augmented by a special programme offield
drainage for the Western Counties initiated in 1979. All of these
schemes have oft~:red grant assistance towards the cost of work
carried out by the farmer. Initially the Land Project also offered
an option where state contractors did the work, and farmel’s
made a part contribution. However, this option was withdrawn
in 1958, and indeed had been largely inoperative for a year or
two before.
Review of A ctivit), 1949-80
Since the Lancl Project was launched in 1949, statcassistance
has contributed to the improvcn’tcnt of just over 3 million acres,
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amounting to 20 per cent of arable and marginal land. The total
cost of this work was some £600 million (at 1980 prices) of which
the state bore £350 million (58 per cent) in support payments.
More than four-fifihs of the work was on field drainage and the
rest on [and reclamation. Exciuding reclamation, the state spent
about one-third more on fieid drainage than on arterial drain-
age in the post-war period. On average, land improvement
absorbed 2 per cent of the Public Capital Programme,
comprising about 18 per cent of state capital spending on
agriculture. Its share in the Public Capital Programme has been
steadily declining during the post-war period.
Despite the variety of schemes supporting land improvement
in the past thirty years, the overall rate of progress has been
remarkably steady in each of the three decades (see Table 2).
This uniformity conceals considerabte year-to-year fluctuation
(see Graph 2 and Appendix Table 2). The work rate fell in the
late ’fifties when the state narrowed the range ofoptions under
Table 2: Progress under various field improvement schemes
Cost of state assistance £ 1980
Average of
Area improred annual share
(000 acres) Total (£I)00) of PCP (%) £ Per acre
1950-59° 968.2 I 17.050 3. I 120.9
1960-69 935.6 t21.427 2.1 129.8
1970-79 1041.2 99,664 1.0 95.8
*Includes work directly done by the state.
.A’btes and Sources: As for Appendix Table 2.
the Land Project, and recession also reduced investment by
farmers. Throughout the ’sixties and ’seventies the work rate
followed a ratchet pattern. Periods of gradual decline ,,,,,ere
followed by steep rises. The most likely reason for the decline
was the fixed money grant ceiling per acre. Rising costs eroded
the effective rate of grant as it pressed against this ceiling. The
steep recovery occurred when the ceiling was relaxed in 1965,
and again with the introduction of the new schemes in 1974 and
1979. The outlook is that the present peak work rates will be
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sustained, at least during the early ’eighties when the generous
Western Drainage Scheme is in operation. This scheme alone is
programmed to drain 325 thousand acres in 1979-83, and work
in the rest of the country is still buoyant.
The real cost to the state has varied quite a bit and we will
look more closely at this in a late]" section.
Regional Summa9, of Arterial and Field Drainage
Sincc thc war, roughly six hundred thousand acrcs ofarterlal
and thrce million acres of field drainage have been completed.
The acreage afl’ectcd by arterial drainage cannot be sit’npty
added to the latter. Normally the farmer has to follow up with
field drains to reap full benefit fi’om improved river outfalls. For
instance, in four catchments recently appraised for arterial
draining, thrce-qtmrtcrs of the land affected needed Ibllow-up
field work. Unfortunately, no records have bcen kept to indicate
whether farmez’s have, in Ihct, done the Ibllow-up work in
drained catchments.
The pattern of drainage has been far fi’om uniforrn across the
country. Maps I and 2 give the broad impression of the
proportion of land drained under each programme across the
country. The arterial work has becn virtually all north and ’.vest
of a line running fi’om Dublin to Killarney. On the other hand,
the conccnt]’atiol~’of field drainage has been in the South-East.
The counties west of the Shannon have field-drained a far
smaller proportion o[" the land. This pattern is not surprising.
River outlhlls arc better in the South-East, so it has been
economic [br farmers to drain fields of their own accord. In the
West, many farmers have had to wait oft arterial improvement
before field work would pay. However, the arterial programme
has now made great stridcs in the West. High grants for field
drainage now available in the West are intended to encot|rage
farmers to exploit the benefits fi’om this work.
Table 3 summarises the provincial progress in drainage prior
to the introduction of the Western Drainage Scheme in 1979.
(The ftdl coul’tty data are shown in Appendix Table 3). Leinster
has fared well trader I)oth progran’m’Jes. Connaught has above
average arterial drainage but is well below average in field
drainage. In the Western Drainage Scheme eleven full counties
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Map 2: Field drainage
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Table 3: Regional pe~ornlance of drainage prouammes
Area improved
Field :1 rterial
%of            %of
Acres (0O0) farnl land     Acres     farm land
Leinstcr 1,127 28.5 288 7.0
b,.lunster 1,0O I 23.5, I 14 2.7
Corw~augln 479 19. I 196 7.8
Ulster (3) 280 24.7 20 2.5
Designated Cos. 1,054 21.2 276 5.5
Non-designated Cos. 1,834 26.6 342 5.0
Total 2,888 24.3 618 5.2
.A"otes and Sources: As for Appendix Table 3.
have been "designated" as eligible for special field-drainage
grants and new arterial schemes. These counties are tong
established as ones with difficult farming conditions. Four of
them have enjoyed few bet’teflts under either scheme in the past.
The others have ah’eady made considerable strides.
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11 ECONOMIC CO.ACSIDERA TIO.ArS
If drainage pays, why not let the landowner get on with the
job, incurring the costs and reaping the benefits? We now have a
well-functioning set of lending institutions in place, eager to
advance funds to individuals who have profitable investments to
make. Why should the general taxpayer incur a large propor-
tion of the costs, with the return accruing to the participants in
the programme? There are a nnmber of reasons for public
involvement.
Public Goods
Drainage - and especially arterial drainage - is what
economists call a "public good". This is defined as a good which,
if it is available to onc, is automatically available to all; the usual
examples given are improved air quality and national defence.
If a catchment area is drained, it is impossible to prevent
landowners in the area from benefiting. This gives rise then to
what economists call, aptly enough, the "free-rider" problem.
The individual landowner will say to him or herself, "why
should I contribute to this endeavour, since, if it is undertaken,
I’ll benefit whether 1 contribute or not?" Thus investments in
public goods which can be fully justified on a tinancial efficiency
basis will fail to be undertaken because the incentives for the
individual landowner are wrong. Such conditions are said to
result in "market failure"; the market is inhibited from playing
its customary role of efficient resource allocation.
Transaction Costs
In addition to the public goods - fi’ee-rider - problem, there is
another source of market failure. Even if everyone who would
benefit were willing to contribute commensurately to the cost of
undertaking the scheme, the system could still break down
because the costs, both monetary and otherwise, oforganising a
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disparate group of landowners, assigning the appropriate
charges, collecting the money etc., can be so large that progress
is stymied on this account. These costs are called "transactions
costs" in economics parlance.
ExternaLities
Thirdly, and of great relevance to out" topic, there are
externalities involved; these provide another source of market
failure. An externality is said to exist whenever one does not reap
the fidl gains (positive externality) or bear the full costs (negative
externality) of one’s actions. Economists regard environmental
degradation as a classic manifestation of negative externalities.
The environmental media - air mantle, water courses,
wetlands, the sea - can be used as "free" disposal areas for waste
products; the costs which such disposal imposes are not borne by
the perpetrators, and so the latter have no incentive to conserve
their use of enviroz’tmental resources.
As we have seen, drainage can impose negative externalities,
by disrupting fish life, destroying wildbird and wildlife habitat,
threatening rare and endangered species and habitats, etc. The
benefits of retaining an area as a wetland [br bird habitat, for
example, will typically not accrue to the owners of this habitat,
whereas they can capture the fnll benefits resulting fi’om the
drainage of this land. There is, therefore, a "wedge" driven
between their self-interest and the larger public interest, which
will result, other things being equal, in the "under-conserva-
tion" of wetlands. Within a catchment, another form of exter-
nality can be imposed, if drainage by landowners upstream
exacerbates the flooding problems of those downstream. Drain-
age may also provide positive externalities, e.g., the diminution
of flooding of houses, commercial/institutional premises and
boglands.
Income Re-distribution
Finally, drainage can be used as a means of re-distributing
income, of using tax revenues to enhance the productivity of
the land belonging to the more deprived members of our
community.
When the market is failing, there are often (but not
!nvariabl?,) good economic efficiency arguments for government
mterventtort. By having g?vernment undertake arterial
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drainage, we overcome the [Yet-rider problem, or, more
accurately, we universafise it by making all beneficiaries "fi’ee-
riders". This also overcomes transactions costs. In the case of
arterial drainage, the Office of Public Works has been given full
authority to conduct surveys, undertake construction and
maintain the arterial drainage system, all supported entirely by
government funds; the surveys and construction costs arc borne
by the central government, while maintenance is charged to
local rates.
While government can intervene usefully and successfully in
this fashion to compensate for market failure, clearly this
approach creates its own perverse incentives. Once a good is
provided to individuals at no charge beyond the costs incurred
by the landowner to "de-in" to the system, demand for this good
will far exceed what it would be if landowners bore the full costs
themselves. It follows that the existence of an "unmet" demand
for drainage under these circumstances does not imply that it
should necessarily be met. It is sometimes argued that the
existence of a pressing and ever-present demand for drainage
works on the part of prospective beneficiaries of itself justifies
spending public money to this end. However, if the government
undertook to provide fi’ee calves, fertiliser, or pints of Guinness,
there would likewise be real and pressing demands for these
goods. Given an unsatisfied demand for a highly subsidised
service, the government must ration it. If it is interested in
economic efficiency, it can do so, in effect, by attempting to
choose among alternatives so as to maximise the rcsuhing net
benefits. Because of its "public goods" nature, there is an
economic efficiency rationale for govermnent intervention in
arterial drainage.
The rationale lot public intervention in field drainage is less
clearcut; some landowners could drain their land independently
of what other landowners do, i.e., the effectiveness of their
investment does not depend on the actions of others. In such
cases there are no market failure reasons for public intervention.
If the investment pays, the landowners should undertake it;
if not, they should not. There arc no economic efficiency
arguments Ibr government intervention or subsidy. However,
there are other cases v.,here imerdependency effects cxlst; the
e[l~ctivencss - and in some cases, feasibility - of what a given
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landowner can accomplish depends on the actions of other
landowners, while in other instances drainage by some owners
can increase the flooding incurred by others. There can be a case
here for government intervention on economic efficiency
grounds.
There is a further, pragmatic, reason for government
intervention. The "success" of any arterial drainage scheme
depends on the extent to which landowners undertake the
necessary follow-up field drainage. If, in spite of the fact that it
would pay them to do so, owners in sufficient r~ucnbers do t~ot
undertake thc follow-up work, then a subsidy may be necessary
to encourage the requisite work. Finally, landowners may
discount future benefits at a much higher rate than "society",
and, therefore, under-invest in drainage. This is especially likely
to obtain in the case of clderly landowners, who themselves are
unlikely to reap the full benefits of such investment.
Given that government intervention in drainage can be
justified, it is helpful to examine the nature and efl’ectlveness of
such intervention in the context of economic efficiency.
Economic Efficiency
The most economically efficient allocation of resources occurs
when the (time-adjusted) difl’erence between benefits and costs
is maximised. In the case of private investment, this is
synonymous with the allocation which maximises nel revenue.
Given certain assumptions, when all inputs save one are fixed, it
can be identified as die input level where the marginal cost of the
last input added just equals the increment in revenue dlereby
produced. In the case of multiple inputs, a necessary condition
for the achievement ofefficiency is that the returns at the margin
to the last unit of expenditure on each input be equal.
These rudimentary pointers to lhe most economically effi-
cient allocation of resources are here outlined because they are
of centrat relevance to the analysis of choices concerning drain-
age; we will draw on them later when we evahiate existing
approaches and provide suggestions.
There are four interrelated mechanisms available whereby
economic concepts can be utilised to encourage economic
efficiency. These are: pricing of the drainage services piw, ided,
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so as to encourage both the appropriate level ofdrainage and the
efficient use of its beneficial effects; providing an institutional
structure wherein the drainage authority is responsible in some
sense for all of the significant impacts - beneficial and adverse -
resulting from its activities; supplying an appropriate analytical
framework for examining the cost and benefit implications of
ahernatives; providing, within this analytical framework, an
appropriate means of evaluating investments.
Pricing
If landowners were to be charged the foil cost of the drainage
services provided, in the same way that, for example, they pay
the full cost of a tractor delivered to their farms, this would
ensure that in most cases only projects would be undertaken
which were expected to yield a return in excess of those costs.
In the case of arterial drainage, in the earliest schemes
undertaken by government in Ireland7 a significant proportion
of the costs was borne by the benefactors. In those days the scope
of the schemes was smaller and there were relatively few major
landowners, so that transactions costs were much lower. In
addition, there was little or no tradition of direct government
subvention of private endeavour. Now, because of the scale of
schemes and the very large number of landowners - over 2,000
landowners ",’.,ere expected to benefit fi’om the River Maigue
arterial drainage scheme - it would make it difficult to
undertake drainage by consent of all the owners if full payment
by the latter were required, while compulsory charges would
give rise to other difficuhies. With the current trend in the
direction of abolishing rates on land, this mechanism does not
look promising as a means of recouping some of the capital costs.
However, the benefits of applying some charge - in terms of both
avoiding inefficient investments and providing funds to the
drainage agency - are so compelling that in our view alternative
approaches to securing at least partial payment should be
explored. The costosharing provisions of the rural group water
supply schemes provide a possible model applicable to land
drainage.
If it is accepted that - as suggested earlier - a farmer will
combine inputs such that the returns at the margin to the last
7. "l’h[~: Ili~lol~" i~, (li~’u’~,l*d hrlefl~’ [aler on.
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unit of expenditure on each input will be equal, then more
heavily subsidising one activity, e.g., drainage, than others will
result in reduced net output for the economy. To illustrate this
effect in a highly slmp[ified and exaggerated forn’*, take a farmer
who is choosing between two investments which are expected to
have the cost and revenue patterns illustrated below. It is
assumed that the appropriate adjustments have been made for
the impact of time:
A B
Total Cost 1,000 1.000
of which farmer pays: 500 900
Subsidy 500 100
Total revenue 1,100 1,400
Net relurn to farmer 600 -- 1,100 - 500 500 = 1.400 - 900
Net return to nalion 100 = 1,100 - 1,000 400 = 1.400 - 1,000
If these are mutually exclusive investments (only one of the
tv,,o can be undertaken), while it is clearly in the national
interest to undertake B - it will yield four times the return to the
nation that A will provide - it is nevertheless in the farmer’s
interest to undertake A, since it shows the higher net return to
him/her. This illustrates, in a highly exaggerated form to be
sure, the manner in which aggregate national farm (or other)
output can be diminished when incentives are not tuaifot’rn
across production opportunities. ’]’his in turn means that there
are fewer resources availahle to invest in the production choices
or to otherwise support landowner income. The impact on the
Exchequer is also perverse. For example, in the above case, if the
subsidy Ibr enterprise B were increased fi’om £100 to .6"250, then
the landowner would choose B or A, since his/her own outlay
would fall to£750, and his/her net return would amount to£650
(1400-750). In addition to producing more weahh Ibr the
nation, this would also "release" ff250 of taxpayers" money
(500-250) for expenditure elsewhere in the economy, given that
these alternatives arc mutually exchtsive. The latter
consideration is not an economic efficiency concern perse, but it
is of some moment to managers of the government’s finances.
If investments A and B are independent (either or both can be
undertaken) it is in the national interest that both be under-
taken.
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Gencralising from this experience, we can say that, for a given
aggregate amount of input subsidies, net return to the nation
will be maximised if the subsidy rate per" unit ofcost is invariant
for all inputs, provided that there are not some specific positive
externalities associated with a particular input which would
justify a higher rate of subsidy.
Institutional Structure
With regard to arterial drainage, the Office of Public Works
has been given a single primary mission - to drain land. It does
so at a catchment ]eve], so that we can expect that interdepen-
dencies vis-hvis flooding within this area will be appropriately
accounted for in project design.
The agency does not have a statutory function in water
supply. If the relevant local attthorities inform the OPW of their
water supply requirements at the prqiect design stage, these can
be accommodated. However, the local authorities may be
insufficiently aware of the water supply implications of schemes
at an early stage, and miss the opportunity to request an
appropriate change, [orgoing thereby a very cost-effective
opportunity to attgment future water supplies. Likewise,
although the OPV~t has legislative requirements to consuh the
appropriate bodies concerning fisheries, wildlife and anlenity
impacts, these concerns are not an integral part of the agency’s
responsibilities; it has to depend almost exclusively on the advice
of other units of government in this regard in formulating and
carrying out the scheme. Analogously with the case of water
supply, the onus of making the case rests with the environmental
interests. Thus the OPW has neither the legislative attthority
not+ the organisational structure to fully internalise all of the
costs and benefits associated with drainage, ahhough in recent
years it has widened the scope of its concern in this regard.
Analytical Framework
In order to assess the net impact ofdrainage, it is necessary to
estimate the prospective impacts if the land had not been
drained, and doduct these fi’om the estimated impacts with
drainage. This "with-without" approach should characterise
all evaluation.
The analysis of alternatives should proceed marginally,
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starting with a comparison of the costs and returns of the mini-
munl scale project, and then iteratively examining prospective
enlargements and the associated costs and benefits.
The analysis should examine aheroative means of achieving
the same objective. Thus, in addition to drainage, ahernative
means of expanding net income should lye explored.
The validity of assumptions and lYredietions should lye
constantly tested against the actual outcomes, by undertaking
continuing ex post analysis of completed projects.
EzJaluating hzvestmenls
The Rate of Interest: In evaluating investments it is necessary to
adjust fbr the fact that costs and returns occur at different times.
In the case ofprlvate sector investment when tile firm is using its
own funds, this is usually done by discounting the expected cash
flow back to the present - year zero - at a rate of interest which
reflects tile rate of return which would lye yielded by the best
alternative investment (if this is above the borrowing rate),
othcr thing~ (risk, etc.) being equal.
In the case of public sector investment it is argued by some
that society’s rate of time preference - the z,’atc at which society
,as a collectivity discounts the future - is the appropriate interest
ratc to use. In this latter regard, the assumption is usually
implicit that individual consumers and produccrs arc "myopic"
about the future, and that the collective rate of time-preference
will lye lower than the average of individual discount rates.
Unfortunately, in Ireland we do not know what tile rate of
return is in the best alternative investments. Still less do wc know
what the collective rate of time preference might lye. With
regard to the former, some of the larger companies use a real rate
o1" 10 per cent in evaluating proposals, but few firms are
returning a before tax real (net of inflation) rate of retm’n of this
order. It can be argued that the relevant opl)ortunity cost for an
open economy with a balance of payments deficit of drawing
funds into investment is the real cost of foreign borrowing.
Ahhoogh it is difl]cuh to estimate, primarily because of the
prospective impact of exchange rate changes, the rcal cost of
Ioreign borrowing by the government is probably in the range of
0-5 per cent. The real rate of return earned on some (purport-
edly commercial) state investnlents seems to lye negative.
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Most analysts seem to feel that the real long-term risk-free
rate of return at the margin to investment in Ireland falls in the
range of 2-6 per cent. However, this has not been validated by a
comprehensive analysis of opportunity costs at the margin.
All costs (including the interest rate) and revenues should be
expressed in either real -i.e., net of inflation - or nominal -
including inflation - terms. If the real rate of interest is four per
cent and the rate of inflation is 18 per cent, the nominal rate
which would he equivalent to a real rate of four per cent is
22.72 pet" cent (1.04 x 1.18 = 1.2272). Since inflation rates are
difl]cuh to predict, we feel that it simplifies analysis if all of the
data are expressed in real terms. However, anticipations
concerning changes in future real prices should, of course, he
incorporated into the analysis.
The Crilerion: When mutually exclusive investments, i.e., only
one of which can be undertaken, are being evaluated, the one
which yields the greatest present net worth (difference between
returns and costs discounted to year zero) is to be preferred. The
alternative which yields the highest benefit - cost ratio is not the
optimum, and neither is that which shows the highest internal
rate of return (the average rate of return on the investment).
This can lye illustrated in the simple example below, where two
mutuaUy exclusive investments - A and B - are being evaluated.
The discount rate is 5 per cent.
Data
7~ar A B B-A
0 -10 -40
-30
10 40 100 60
Results
Present net worth 14.6 21.4 6.8
Internal rate of return (%) 14.9 9.6 7.2
Benefit/Cost ratio 2.46 1.53 1.23
Here B has a higher present net worth than A, but the former
has hoth a lower internal rate of return and benefit-cost ratio.
This results because, while the average rate of return on A is
higher than it is in the case of B, by spending an additional 30
units to invest in B, present net worth can lye increased hy 6.8.
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However, since this increment shows an internal rate ofreturn of
7.2 per cent, which is below the average rate of return yielded by
A (1’I-.9 per cent), adding dais increment pulls down the internal
rate of return on B to 9.6 per cent; the benefit-cost ratio is
similarly, affected. Thus choosing the alternative which maxi-
raises either the internal rate of return or the benefit-cost ratio
can mean forgoing increments at the margin which return
more than they cost. This only applies when the alternatives are
mutually exclusive, i.e., only one can be undertaken. If the
alternatives are independent - either can be undertaken - then
both should be, since each yields a net return.
If sufficient funds are not available to tmdertake all of the
independent projects showing a positive present net worth, and
constraints are expected to persist in the future, then the
specified interest rate is not a true measure of the displaced
ahernative projects, i.e., the rate of discount is inappropriate.
The ranking problem then becomes a programming one. The
maximand is the present net worth of the combined projects,
subject to the set of budgetary (and any other) constraints.
Hawkins and Pearce (1971) note that, becanse of the very
demanding data requirements involved with muhi-period
capital rationing problems, a number of writers have
recommended a second-best solution: that investors rank
independent projects in order of internal rate of return,s and
undertake projects in each period until the budget is exhausted.
Time Horizon: Investments should be compared over the same
time’ horizon. If they have unequal lives, this can be adjusted for
by comparing the annual equivalents; the amount which, if
received annually over the period, and discounted to the
present, would equal the present net worth.
Shadow Pricing: Thus fat’, the matters we have considered
apply equally to public and private investment. However, when
markets fail, and government investment is undertaken, it may
be necessary to derive proxy "shadow" prices for those inputs
and outputs which are either not exchanged in markets, or
where it is judged that, though exchanges take place, the prices
emerging from markets do not rel]ect adequately, social costs
and benefits.
8. Note thai this do~ t~ot al)ply in the cam ttf mutually exclusive prqiect~.
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In the case of drainage, estimating the net additional income
accruing to landowners as a consequence of the proposed
investment is the primary shadow pricing exercise on the benefit
side. If land price difl~:rences captured appropriately the present
net worth of the additional income stream resulting fi’om
drainage, these could be used directly as estimates of the
benefits.
On the cost-side, in an earlier section we discussed the
difficulties in deriving appropriate shadow prices for tile
environmental impacts. Labour inputs are the other" major
category of input for which shadow prices are derived. If
prospective workers on the project are unemployed, and this
situation is expected to last for the duration of tile project,
employing these individuals will not resuh in a reduction of
output elsewhere in the economy. Since tile opportunity cost in
terms of output therefore is zero, it is argued that these workers
should be assigned a shadow price of zero [br social costing
purposes. However, if leisure has positive value for the
individuals involved, then the sacrifice involved in forgoing it
should be netted out. In such cases tile minimum wage necessary
to induce participation - the minimum acceptance wage- is the
appropriate shadow price to apply. There may be other
(probably fewer) instances where the individual(s) involved
would be willing to pay in order to he allowed to work; in these
cases, instead of being a project cost, employment becomes a
benefit.
If input shadow pricing is undertaken, it is important that tile
interest rate which is chosen to discount tile cash flow be
consistent with this practice. We noted earlier that we I~:el that
the real rate of return to investment at the margin in Ireland falls
in the range of 2 to 6 per cent. This range is based only otl
commercial criteria, and dots not incorporate any adjustment
for shadow pricing. If, in the case of a private investment, the
wages of the workers who, in the absence of the investment
would be unemployed, were shadow priced al zero, then, of
course, the (social) rate of return on the investment computed
incorporating this adjustment would be higher - considerably so
in many cases - than tile commercial rate of return, which is
based on actual cash outlays and returns. Tilus, if slladow
pricing is engaged in, consistency requires that tile discount rate
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applied sllould also represent the alternative rate of return at the
margin to investmem, estimated using shadow prices.
Secondary hnpacts: Thus far we have confined our attention to a
discussion of the direct inputs and outputs of a project, often
called primary impacts. Investment also has multiplier effects,
arising both from the economic activity generated by the
expenditure on goods, services, materials and wages - called
backward linkage - and any downstream activity, e.g.,
processing of outputs, resuhing because of the investment
(forward linkage). To the extent that these linkage effects
mobilise heretofore underemployed resources, they are called
secondary benefits. These are generally not attributable I~nefits
in cost-benefit analysis, on the grounds that the expenditure
(private or public) which the investment is displacing would also
have secondary impacts. While we fully endorse this view in
principle, it is true that some projects have more linkage impacts
than others, and this difference can be ofsome significance in an
underemployed economy. There would be great difl3cuhy in
"nening out" the secondary benefits (these would be negative
for those projects which had lower secondary benefits than the
expenditure which they displaced would have had). We
recommend, therefore, that for those investments which are
expected to yield exceptionally beneficial linkage effects, these
he shown as a separate display.
We will draw on the economic concepts outlined when we
examine arterial and field drainage policies respectively in the
next two Sections.
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111 ARTERIAL DRAINAGE
Legal and Administrative Framework
Before the 1945 Arterial Drainage Act ’.’.’as passed, a
Commission studied how the government might best intervene
on arterial drainage. The Commission came up with the
following major recommendations.9
The government should only involve itselfin draining entire
catchments. A programme covering 586,000 acres was
proposed.
The government should bear all the cost of construction.
Beneficiaries should contribute 70 pet" cent of the assessed
improved annual value of the lands affected towards the cost
of maintenance. ~0
The government should gradually centralise maintenance
of all existing drainage schemes in the National Drainage
Anthority.
The motivation I~ehind the proposed governing/he interven-
tions was clearly the public goods nature of the external benefits
involved. Explaining why the state should tmdertake v.,ork
which was not sufficiently economic to charge even a portion of
construction costs to the beneficiaries, the Commission cited:
the spin-off effects of greater agricuhural prosperity
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the necessity of channel improvcments before private
improvements would be worthwhile
tile altcrnative of detcriorating drainage conditions and
mounting remedial costs
the indirect benefits to transport, public hcahh, urban areas
and sewage outfalls.
Besides such externality arguments, tile), regarded arterial
drainage as an "essential set-,ice" whose provision should "not
be governed entirely by economic considerations". Indeed, they
argued it was a matter of "national pride".
However, this reasoning did not pass without a dissenting
voice. The Departrnent of Finance Rcprcsentative, Mr Hanna,
did not accept that the benefits (tmestimated) from the proposed
programme were sufficient to justify a cost per acre which he
noted was ah’nost twice tile prevailing price of land. He down-
valued all tile would-be external efl~:cts. He believed better
agricultural returns cotdd be had by improving existing dry
lands; said the programme offered a "palliative of very limited
efficacy for unemployment", and dismissed the argument of
indirect benefit, saying that housing and primary education
have "infinitely stronger claims upon public monies than any
services that would be likely to obtain indirect benefit fi’om
arterial drainage". He concluded that adoption of tile
programme in its entirety would, on tile face of it, involve "a
dissipation rather than a creation of national wealth". He
believed catchments should only be drained where returns
comnlenstlrate with the cost of constroctlon and i-oalnleoance
could be obtained: the state shouh:l never contribute more than
60 per cent of tile construction cost and higher maintenance
charges should be levied locally.
7"he 1945 Act
Ill tile event, tile government went even further than
recommended I)3, tile maiority report. "File programme of
clrainage works adopted was twice the acreage of the original
proposal. The farmers aft(:ctcd were rclieved of maintenance as
well as construction costs. Responsibility for all maintenance
was to be gradually centraliscd in tile OI15ce of Public Works
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and the charge for it levied on the county-at-large. I I The OPW
were given the full powers of initiating proposals. They
immediately drew up a programme of priorities.
They estimated that, in all, about 1.2 million acres of [Iood-
damaged land depended on arterial drainage for relief. The
programme consisted of 28 major catchments (each over
100,000 acres in total area) and 30 minor catchments
throughout the state. They were ranked in the order in which
they were to be carried out. The selection was based on petitions
and survey work under the previous (1925) Act, supplemented
by the County Surveyor’s impression of local need and limited
inspection of catchments. Rough costings were made. The
ranking was based on the severity of the drainage probiem, but
the extent of existing preparatory work, the absence of problems
of design or compensations, and the costs per acre of improve-
ment works were also considered. The emphasis was on hand-
ling the drainage problems subject to certain constraints rather
than applying economic criteria in the selection and ordering of
projects. This original ranking has been adhered to ever since,
with rare exceptions being made where a catchment has been
deferred on economic grounds.
Under the Act, the Office of Public Works are charged with
the task of improving agricultural lands affected by flooding.
Protection of environmental interests is not their explicit
responsibility. They enjoy wide powers of entry, interference
and acquisition of rights (subject to compensation for damage).
Their proposals must first go on display, and affected owners are
notified. Objections from any quarter have to be considered, but
there is no specific court of appeal against a decision to go ahead
in the face of objections, although aggrieved landowners have
(ver5, occasionally) appealed successfully to the general courts.
The Commissioners also enjoy an exemption from the Fisher5,
Acts, the Planning Acts and the Water Management Acts.
While the OPW have considerable legal powers to ignore
other interests, from the outset they have made attempts in
design and execution of schemes to minimise damage to [’tsh-
4O
cries. On recent schemes efforts have been made to accommo-
date a wider body, of interests. A committee representing
environmental interests assesses the likely damage in advance.
In execution, the OPW try to avoid damage where this is not in
fundamental conflict with drainage, or failing that, to minimise
the damage by modification or remedial v.,orks.
However, the balance of power is tipped against environ-
mental interests at a number of points:
(i) Responsibility for environmental protection is scattered
among a number of independent bodies. The onus is on
them to alert the OPW to dangers, and demonstrate their
seriousness. It is up to them to procure landholders’ agree-
ment to conservation measures or make statutory, orders of
enforcement.
(il) Scientifically testable data in support of a case for conser-
vation is only, slowly being assembled. Even when available
it is hard to evaluate against clear-cut farming benefits of
drainage. 12
(iii)The property-rights to the environment rest with land-
owners, so envbonmenta[ interests would typlcal[y have to
compensate for the benefits forgone even though the
drainage is financed entirely, by the community)3
Cost-P, ene~t Appraisal
Thirty, years after Mr Hanna’s dissenting comments, the
Department of Finance Appraisal Team (1968) returned to the
same theme. They suggested that the cost of drainage exceeded
the improved market value of benefiting lands. Indeed, in many
cases costs exceeded the full post-drainage value ofthese lands.t*
They recommended halting work on the 1945 programme, and
only proceeding after a full cost-benefit appraisal of the merits of
proposed schemes. This was initiated in 1970 by the Office of
Public Works. A steering group comprising nine members
drawn fi’om the Department of Finance (3) and Agriculture (2),
1.’2. Under ~I{C ausplct21 a i"lench consultant - S I. Mereler - is now underta klng an ert~’ironntental
iml~Ct ~tud~¢ of dt’ainage in 10eland. I’loE~efttlly his wtwk vrdl help fill thi~ gap,
13. One exl:eptlon to thi~ is where a I~ca] Authorhy declares an al,ea to I:¢ or ~l~Ci~J natural
~igni~ance. and prt~leet~ ~t h~¢ an Atnenlty order. "ntis i~ very ~ai~e.
14. "llti~ ReFort w.’t~ not published, but i~ c~ted iI~ the Malgue StlLdy.
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the Office of Public Works (2) and An Foras Taldntais (2)
developed the analytical procedures to be followed. Hereafter,
these are referred to as the OPW Steering Group procedures.
In assessing drainage schemes, the OPW treat the increase in
landholders income as the primary benefit. Secondary benefits
are derived from the spin-offofemployment and the incidental
benefits of drainage to the non-farm community. The
estimation of the gross benefits is based on a projection of the
response of output to the scheme and of the gross profit margin
earned as a rcsuIt. The uncertainty surrounding these
projections is handled by examining the resuhs for more
pessimistic outcomes.
Against the benefits are set the direct costs of arterial
drainage, the cost of follow-up field drainage and the investment
in livestock and I)uiIdlngs associated with the output targets.
Because of evaluation problems, no direct estinaate is made of
the damage done to the environment. Instead, environmental
impact reports are presented. Only in the case of fishing is an
effort made to cost the measures taken to adapt in the post-
drainage situation.
The costs and benefits are set out over a fifty-year time
horizon in constant prices and then discounted at a real rate of
three and a half per cent per annum. Other discount rates are
used experimentally to see if they make material difference to
the appraisal.
Cost of Drainage
In Section I it was shown that real spending per acre drained
increased significantly since the ’fifties. The costings at design
stage were much higher on recent catchments; in addition, on
the more recent projects actual spending has been exceeding the
design budget.
The costings for individual catchments arc set out in
Appendix Table 4 at constant 1980 building prices. The
I)udgeted costs are shown and compared with the actual out-
turn. The data are summarised in Table 4. A number of points
emerge quite clearly.
Budgeted costs per acre on schemes started since 1960 were 25
per cent dearer than those incurred on previous schemes. If
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tile very low cost Brosna scheme (1948-55) is excluded, we
find that budgeted costs in the 1960s and 1970s exceed those
of the 1950s by eight and seven per cent respectively.
On several schemes time OPW did not manage to stay within
time construction cost budgeted at design stage. Overall, time
bill picked up by the taxpayer overran budget by I I per
cent. Drainage conditions may have proved more difficult
than anticipated, or unexpected delays may have been
encountered. Delays not only involve the incurrancc of
direct costs, but also cause an escalation indirectly in the
form of extra maintenance costs. Delays can be caused by
budgetary rationing undertaken to serve macro-economic
objectives, in addition to those necessitated by logistical
problems. Time schemes initiated sit’tee 1960 on average
incurred a percentage bridget overrma three times that of
earlier schemes. The combination of high design cost and
overrun result in actual costs on later schemes bclng 45 per
cent dearer than those started in the ’fifties.
In smaller catchments, design costs have proved slightly
cheaper and budget overruns have been much more
effectively contained.
Table 4: Costings in catchments completed
Cost per acre of agffcultural land drained (£ 1980)
Budgeted at design stage Percentage o*~errun of budget
Starled before Started before
Catchments 1960 Started later 1960 Started later
Major 362.8 458.8 +8.9 +31.7
..Minor 377.4 401.0 +3.3 + 4.5
Total 363.6 449.8 +8.6 +27.9
.ACole: The data show simple averages, not the mean cost fi’om
different catchments.
.Sources and .Arotes: As for Appendix Table 4.
At present, work is proposed or in progress on four major
catchl’nents and one minor catchment. Time cost at design stage
on these (not shown) is four per cent dearer than those started
after 1960 (shown in the second column of Table 4). It is not yet
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clear how spending on schemes in progress is faring against
budget. If overrun is a strong likelihood, all explicit "unforeseen
construction cost" provision should, in future, be added to costs
to cover the contingency, as is done in the US. In the Estimates
Book, the OPW presents all estimate of total design cost and the
spending to date on each scheme in progress. However, it is not
possible to glean from the figures presented whether spending is
overrunning the budget. This deficiency could be simply
remedied, and it would set a useful example for other areas of
capital spending.
Direct Benefits of Drainage
Under the 1945 Act, the OP~,’V are obliged to make an
"Award" on completion of each scheme. The Award should
state:
(a) The works done and date completed.
(b) The area of land benefiting in each county affected.
(c) The pre-drainage annual value of those lands and the
increase in the annual value as a result of the drainage
works.
The Award shonld be era’oiled in the Central Office of the
High Court and a copy sent to the Council of every county
affected. So far this has not been done for any of the schemes
completed. Without this information it is more difficult to assess
the economic impact of drainage. However, some projections
made at the design stage have been kindly released by the OPW.
Enhanced Land Value Under 1945 Act
One crude measure of the gains fi’om drainage is the increased
market value of farm land expected to benefit from drainage.
This is presented in Appendix Table 5 for individual catchments
and summarised in Table 5. Valuation made in diflizrent years
have all been revalued at 1980 land prices.
Several points stand out fi’om these tables:
Averaging over all completed catchments, arterial drainage
added £564 (at 1980 prices) to a pre-drainage value of ~816
per acre - a gain of almost 70 per cent. Land in 1980 was
fetching an average price of £1,500, so drainage gave a
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benefit equivalent to about one-third of an acre of land.
The gain in land value fl’om drainage has been rapidly
dwindling. Schemes started before 1960 increased the pre-
drainage value of land by almost 80 per cent orffT00 at 1980
land prices. However, on the later schemes the increase in
pre-draiange land value was only, a little over 50 per cent or
£400 at 1980 land prices. This decline reflects the movement
to catchments of lower priority.
The projected benefit in land value from schemes in
progress or proposed continues the downward drift. The
prc-drainage value of land in these is expected to increase by
only ’1-5 per cent or ,6"350.
Table5: hnproved market value of agricultural land benefiting from
arterial drainage
haproved market value of land
As a proportion of its Per acre drained
pre-drainage value % f~ 1980
Started before 1960 78.5 721
Started later 53.3 388
Total completed 69. 1 564
In progress 43. I 361
Proposed 52.0 224
.A"oles and 5burces: As Ibr Appendix Table 5.
In Table 5 it can I:¢ seen that the improved market value of
land as a proportion of its pre-drainage value has declined
over time. This indicates that the corresponding reduction
in thc absolute values is not solely, a product of a changing
base value.
Thc improved land value can be compared with the outlay, on
arterial construction work. This is done in Appendix Table 5
(Column 3) where both land and construction costs have all
been revalued at 1980 prices. It is summarlsed in the first
column of Table 6.
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Table 6: bnprovedmarketvalueofdrainedlandandconstmctioncostof
arterial drainage compared
Ratio of irnpro~,ed land value to constntciton cost
:It a~erage
prices
:It 1980 :It 1972 .,It 1978 :It 1979 preL’ailin~
prices prices pricea prices 1950-1980
Started before 1960 1.859 1.344 2.293 3.582 1.610
Started later 0.675 0.488 0.833 1.300 0.585
Total completed 1. 184 0.856 1.460 2.281 1.025
In progress 0.786 0.568 0.969 1.514 0.680
Proposed 0.409 0.296 0.505 0.789 0.355
.N’otes and Sources: As for Appendix Table 5.
"File table supports the hypothesis that diminishing returns
have set into outlays on construction. On the early schemes the
improved value of land was almost twice the outlay on
construction. On later schemes it has only covered two-thirds of
the outlay. The picture seems to be a little better on schemes in
progress. However, the comparison here is with budgeted costs.
If they repeat the 30 per cent budget overrun that characterlsed
schemes recently completed, the proportion of costs covered will
[’,all to 60 per cent. On proposed schemes the picture is less
promising with only 40 per cent of costs covered before any
allowance is made for budget overruns.
There are several weaknesses in using improved land values as
the absolute meastu’e of return on investment in drainage. They
will be discussed later. Not least anaong them is the extreme
volatility of land prices compared to construction costs. The
effect is illustrated in Colunlns 2-4 of Table 6, where difl~zrent
base years are chosen [br comparison. Although the evidence of
diminishing returns is unaltered, the proportion of costs covered
changes radically. For example, looking at completed catch-
ments started since the ’fifties, we find that valued at pre-EEC
land and construction prices in 1972, improved land value
covered 49 per cent of costs, at 1978 prices it covered 83 percent
ofcosts, at 1979 prices 130 per cent and at 1980 prices it was back
to 68 per cent of costs. If average prices prevailing in 1950-1980
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are used to remove year°to-year volatility improved land cove,’s
59 per cent of costs.
Which is the "correct" relative price of land is a difl]cuh
question. Since joining the EEC there has been a revolution in
land prices. Between 1972 and 1979 land prices experienced
uninterrupted growth at an average ,’ate of 36 per cent per
annum. The growth in 1979 was a staggering 52 percent. This
bore no relationship to actual profitability performance. Family
farm income per acre declined as a proportion of land prices
fi’om eight pc," cent in 1972 to [’our per cent in 1978, two and one-
quartet" per cent in 1979, recovering to three and one-quarter
pc," cent in 1980]s The normal ratio between the annual value
of land and its market price used by the OPW is five per cent.
This would suggest that 1979 was an abnormal slx:culative
bubble in the land market. It is, therefore, disconcerting to find
that even at 1979 prices improved land values do not cover
construction costs in tile catchments now at proposal stage.
Indeed using land prices in years after a catchment is drained is
putting the prqiect in a more favourable light than it enjoyed at
the time it was undertaken.
if we take 1978 as the year closest to normality in the land
market, then it emerges fi’om Table 6 that schemes started since
the ’fifties or in the pipeline are not capable of covering
construction costs by the improveci market value of land. This
comparison ignores the cost of maintenance. Maintenance
typically runs at about one and one half per cent of construction
cost. Capitaliscd over a horizon of 20 years it adds a further 20
per cent onto the cost of construction. Making this allowance in
Table 6 wouM indicate that the completed drainage schemes
started since 1960 cover only 70 per cent of the total cost of
construction and maintenance.
It is illuminating to consider how the cost of construction and
eapitalised maintenance relate to the total post-drainage value of
land. Using 1978 as base, we lind that drainage provided flood
free land at a cost equal to 23 per cent of its final value on early
schemes rising to 4’t per cent on later schemes. On schemes at the
posposal stage it has reached 81 per cent.
Enhanced Land Value Under Previous Acts
We can compare performance under the 1945 Act with
earlier Drainage Acts by the ratio of improved land value per
acre to construction costs pet" acre. This is done in the first
column of Table 7 at current prices. It can be seen that the
projects undertaken under the aegis of the 1945 Act are giving
lower retttrns than those undertaken earlier. The proper
comparison at constant 1978 prices could only be done
approximate[), (shown in Column 2); these data reinforce the
pattern indicated by the analysis using current prices.
The earlier Acts were commercial in their approach. Apart
from the Owenmore and Barrow, they did not drain the entire
catchment, but concentrated on hottleoecks where returns were
high. A scheme went ahead only if the occupiers consented and
made a financial contrihution. It can be seen in Table 7 that
where higher contributions fi’om occupiers were required,
returns were also higher.
Table 7: Perfolvnance under drainage acts
Ratio of improved market value of I#oportion of cost
benefiting land to construction costa" borne by occupier
At current prices At constant 1978
prices per cent
1842 Act 0.768 NA 48. I
1863 Act 0.782 NA 93.6
1925 Act 0.471 3.92 23. I
1928 Act 1.592 13.14 67.’1
O~,~’en more and+o++
°+/ +1 2+1945 Act (1) 0.306 0.190 2.29 1.46 0.01945 Act (11) 0.127 0.83 0.0
J~/ole$;
(i)Column 2 presents estimates based on approximate price
data.
(ii)No land price data are available for the 19th century.
(iii)The 1928 Act only tackled very small jobs, which un-
doubtedly contributed to good performance.
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(iv) 1945 Act (I) applies to those schemes undertaken before
1960, while 1945 Act (I1) refers to all schemes initiated
subsequent to 1960.
Rank Order of Schemes
The ratio of improved land value to construetlon cost in
Appendix Table 5 provides a ranking of completed catchments
by return over cost. It is striking how close this ranking is to the
order in which the schemes were, in fact, commenced. The only
deviation was that on merit, minor schemes should have been
started earlier.
Amongst the catchments in progress we can only rank on the
basis of budgeted costs. Once again it is clear that the order of
commencement has followed the ranking by return over cost.
The order of commencement has closely followed the priority
list established in 1945, except for three major and three minor
catchments that were deferred on economic grounds. It is a
tribute to Dr. Coady, Chief Engineer in the OPW, who drcw up
this list fi’om sketchy information, to find how closely his
priorities conformed with the resuhs realised.
Examination of the irnproved market vahle of flood-damaged
land does not allow us to reject the hypothesis that diminishing
returns have set in. Indeed, with the improved value covering
only 70 per cent of total costs on recent schemes it would suggest
that the drainage programme has already gone too fat’. We must
now look at the reliability of this measure of the returns to
drainage and examine whether applying the broader cost-
benefit approach would aher our conchisions.
Limitations of the Land Value Measure
The improved market value of lands is not a wholly
satisfactory measure of the benefits of drainage. It omits all
indirect benefits. An-tong these are employment for workers who
would be idle in the absencc of the project, and flood relief for
the non-farm community. Indeed, it is also challenged as a
measure of the direct benefits to the farm community. Two
objections can be levelled against it on this score: first, it
overlooks benefits accruing to factors that combine with land on
the farm; at-td seconcl it ignores tar-ofl’retnrns that are important
to the conamunity. These incline it to understate the full farm
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benefits as follows:
(i)In a world of perfect foresight, the market value of land will
equal the present value of future net income where all input
factors save land are appropriately priced. An increase in
land value will only capture the full benefits of the
improvement achieved by drainage if all factors that
combine with land (labour, capital and management) had
been fully employed before drainage. In that event, the
extra income paid to these factors can be ignored because it
only balances the opportunity cost of drawing them in from
their previous activity. However, the OPW contend that the
extra man-hours and machine-hours have no opportunity
cost for the farmer and so the earnings going to these factors
are true benefits to be added that will not be captured by the
land price improvement.
(ii) When putting a value on land, the market is likely to
consider the income yield from the land over a
comparatively short time horizon and discount heavily.
However, the community may value far-off returns more
highly, i.e., the rate oftlme discount of the community may
be lower than that of private individuals.
While these theoretical objections suggest the true benefits are
understated, it is an observed fact that the market value of land
is far higher than is justified by realised annual returns in
farming when the other factors that combine with land
(principally the farmer’s own labour) are costed. Man), believe
that the price farmers will pay for land in the market takes little
account of the cost of co-operating factors, which the farmer
may regard as marginal to his existing operations. If this is so this
destroys the first argument above and the land value includes
the full benefits. It is also thought that the price paid for land
includes a reckoning that land will appreciate in value faster
than general prices. This tends to undermine the second
argument above. On balance, we would expect that the land
value is not too wide of the mark as a measure of drainage
benefits.
A further difficulty with the land value proxy for the benefit of
drainage arises when re-valuing to different base year prices.
Ideally we would like to have separate price indices for land
"with" and "without" drainage and we could directly
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recalculate the increment. This is not possible. The options are
to inflate by a procluct price index or by tile ranch more rapidly
growing land price index.~6 Land prices are influenced by many
supply and demand factors that may have no bearing on the
incremental gains from drainage. For example, as a fixed factor,
land is able to appropriate part of the returns to technical
advances in farming which may have no effect on the value of
draining. Similarly, if [and is expected to give more effective
protection against inflation than other assets, this expectation
will be capltalised into market price. Again this may have no
bearing on the incremental gains from draining.
The Cost-Benefit Assessment of Direct Effects
The OPW has done cost-benefit analysis on four catchments
so far - the Maigue, the Corrib-Mask, the Boyle and the Bonet.
Work is in progress in the first two of these, and the other two are
due to be started shortly. This analysis makes a projection of the
boost in foture farm output h’om drained land. The projected
stream of earnings is then calculated and discounted to yield its
present value.
In computing earnings, time OPW use what is known as "gross
margins". This measures the value of sales minus costs such as
feed and fertilizer which are directly attributable to a certain
line of production. Time OPW also take account of on-farm
investment in buildings, stock and field drainage. However,
they ignore other items of overhead costs that will grow along
with output fi’om reclaimed land: time interest, clepreciation anti
operating expenses of machinery; hired labour and time general
upkeep of land. They also ignore the cost of the farmers’ own
labour.
Land Values and Future Earnings Compared
In the first column of Tahle 8, the rival measures of farm
benefit are compared, and each in turn is set against the costs of
drainage. The improvecl market value of land "captures" only a
fraction of the calculated present value of foture earnings. This
is not surprising, since land value is (in theory) derived as time
present value of net returns accruing after all other costs
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(including labour) have been cleducted. However, future
earnings inchtde a return to labour and management in
addition to the return to land perse. At prices current when the
original valuations were made, improved land value covered
only 16 per cent of the present discounted value of net income.
Time fiactlon is sensitive to re-valuation of earnings and [and
values to common base year prices, land prices have generally
grown much faster than farm profitahility (see Appendix Tables
8 and 9), so that the fi’action tends to be larger ira recent base
year is used. In 1979 a boom in land prices accompanied a slump
in profitability so that time fi’actlon rose to a peak of 4[ per cent.
However, time fall in land prices in 1980 saw it drop back to 27
per cent. The contrast between the two measures of benefit is
even more striking when compared with costs. Time improved
market value of land covers less than half the costs of drainage.
However, time estimate or present worth of future earnings
covers cost twice over.
Table 8: hnproved market value of land and present discounted value
(PD V) of fitture net income compared
Ratio of bnproved
Ratio to co~tsI of drainage ofland t~alue to I’D I"
of net income Improved land PD V of net income
pe~ cent
I:alue
AI current prices 15.8 0.456 2.881
At constant (1972)
prices 10.2 0.329 3.290
At constant (1979)
prices 18.0 0.543 3.022
At constant (1980)
prices 27.4 0.494 1.801
I. The present discounted value
maintenance less saved maintenance.
Source: As [br Appendix Tahle 6.
of construction and
In time four analyses undertaken to date, the following
asusmplions have been used in the calculation of the farm
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benefits:
A fifiy-year horizon and three and one half per cent real rate
of discount were used.
The base year real profit fi’om livestock was tip to 48 pcl" cent
higher than actually prevailed in 1980, and was projected to
grow further at one-t%vO per cent ])el" anlltln) in real ternls.
Stocking rates per acre were projected to grow at one to one
and one half per cent per annum.
Nine-tenths of farmers were expected to respond to the
opportunity presented by arterial drainage.
Responding farmers were expected to reap tile same
proportion of production potential fi’om reclaimed land as
they did on existing good land.
X’Vith hindsight the productivity assumptions now appear to
he rather generous. The income assumptions were a product of
the optimistic times when farming was adjusting to EEC farm
product price levels.
It is difficult to know what is the proper base to use for farm
earnings (Table 9). The base years used in these studies (1973
and 1978) were both exceptionally profitable years as is clearly
shown by graphing the real value of gross margins in beef and
dairying. (See Graph 3 and Appendix Table 9.) It is to be hoped
that 1980 proves to be an unusual trough, and that 1977 (also
used in Table 8) is a "typical" level of profitability that might be
used. However, this optimism is not shared by all; some would
foresee a return to the experience of the first half of the century
when real farm profitability fell by one percent per annum. The
other assumptions are also questionable in the poorer farm
climate now faced. Growth in stocking rates are unlikely to
reach even one l~2r cent per annum and tile degree of response
fi’om farmer’s may also be damlxned.
Sensitivity of Returns
The effect of modifying some of these asnsmptions oil both the
fi’actlon of projected future earnings captured by land values
and the benefit cost ratios is shown in Appendix Table 6 and
summarised in Table 9. As less gcnerous assumptions are made
the benefit-cost ratio drops and the land value measure begins to
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move closer to the direct measure of future earnings. If 1980
profitability is used and low growth assumptions are made,
there is only an eight per cent excess of benefits over costs on the
four catchments together, and two of the four catchments fail to
give a positive return over cost.
Table 9: Sensitivity of present discounted value (PD IQ o f future income
Ratio of improved Ratioof PDVoffarm
land value to PD I" re~enue to total
of fa,n income investment
Original analysis                           15.8 2.024
1977 pzvfiaabilily 18.0 2. 128
1977 profilabiliuy and low growth 28.1 1.567
1980 profitability 27.4 1.449
1980 profitabilily and low growth 43.9 1.076
.Afore: The benefit-cost ratio used here is slightly din~zrent from
that used in Table 8 in that total revenue is compared to total
investment rather than net earnings to investment in drainage
alone. The former is a more appropriate and more exacting test.
Source: Appendix Table 9.
As described earlier, the OPW ignore certain items of
overhead cost that do vary along with output; they also ignore
the cost of the farmer’s own labour. The former items amounted
to 20 per cent of gross margins in farming overall in 1980. If
Table 9 were modified to take account of these, the land value
would get closer to computed income, and the benefit-cost ratios
would deteriorate. Indeed, the benefits fall short ofcosts under
the most severe assumptions above; three of the four catchments
fail the test. It hardly seems credible that the farmer’s own
labour has a zero opportunity cost. Any allowance for cost on
this score would alter the results in Table 9 quite dramatically,
and land value would no longer be much wide of the mark in
measuring full farm benefits.
The present net worth is also sensitive to variation in the
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discount rate and in the time horizon. A shorter time horizon or
higher discount rate reduce the weight given to far-off years.
Typically full benefits are then accruing but only small costs are
being incurred, so benefit-cost ratios deteriorate. Some
illustrative cases are shown in Table 10 at constant 1980 prices
under both original and low growth assumptions. For example,
in column one we find that even under optimistic growth
assumptions, the benefit-cost ratio turns around ira seven per
cent discount rate is used. Moreover, the gap narrows between
improved market value of land (not shown) and the present
value of net farm income. Indeed, under the low growth
assumption the improved land value exceeds net fama income
when a l0 per cent discount rate is used.
Table 10: Sensitivity of the ratio of benefits to costs
Horizon Discount Ratio of PDI" of farm revenue to total investment
),ears per cent 1980 profitability 1980 profitability and
low growth
50 3112 h449 1.076
35 3112 h216 0.968
50 5 1.222 0.923
50 7 0.972 0.763
50 10 0.720 0.593
aVote: The calculations here are illustrative based on the sirnple
assumptions that construction costs are incurred in the first year;
farm revenues, farm costs and arterial maintenance are spread
evenly over the whole horizon.
Notes and Sources: As for Appendix Table 6.
Individual Catchments
The examination of individual catchments in Appendix
Table 6 also yields some important lessons. The fi’action of the
present value of net farm income captured by land values varies
quite dramatically among catchments. This is noticeable at the
time of original valuation, but is greatly magnified by re-
valuation to a common base-year. Land values captured a
higher proportion in the Maigue (Limerick-Tipperary) than in
the other three catchments, all situated in Connaught. As a
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result, the ranking of catchments by the ratio of improved land
values to cost does not conform with the estimated benefit to cost
rat io. 17
"File absolute benefit-cost of catchments is sensitive to the
base-year of valuation and various other assumptions, as we
have already seen in Tables 8 at-td 9. However, the ranking of
catchments is also affected. A common basis of comparison
most, thecefore, be carefully chosen to avoid misleading
conclusions.
Appendix 6 also reveals that altering the hase-year of
valuation and other assumptions can aher the ranking of
projects as well as their overall worth.
To summarise, the evidence suggests that the in-tproved
market value of drained land may understate the likely farm
benefits. However, the understatement may not be large. In
particular, it is dilficuh to determine the extent without actual
evidence on the degree of farmers’ response to the opportunity
offered by arterial drainage. On the other hand, land values are
inflating faster than the true benefit. A direct measure of likely
farm benefits is preferred but it must be founded more firmly on
tested data and consistently applied across different catchments
(see Section V for further discussion).
",Secondary" Effects
The OPW have avoided some of the win’st pitfalls in the
valuing of secondary benefits. They do not attempt to include
among the benefits the "multiplier" gains in employment as
incomes generated by drainage construction percolate through
the economy. In their first study they included the domestic
value added of goods and sen, ices as a benefit. Implicitly, this
assumed that domestic inputs used in drainage has no
opportunity cost. Any investment that did not use imports could
seem worthwhile on that test. Fortunately, this assumption has
been dropped.
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The only secondary benefits now valued are:
The benefit of employing persons on the project who would
otherwise be idle.
The benefit of training imparted.
The benefit of drainage to bogs, roads and built-up areas.
The benefit of new bridges and culverts.
The cost of fishing opportunities forgone is estimated and
presented as a secondary cost.
The estimated secondary effects for four catchments are
presented in Appendix Table 7. The impact on the benefit-cost
ratios is presented in Table 11. The benefit resuhing fi’om the
shadow pricing of labour comprises 93 per cent of all secondary
benefits. We argue later that the OPW should not include
shadow priced labour as a benefit. We earlier outlined an
approach to the inclusion of environmental impacts in analyses.
Table I l : Impact of secondary effects on the gross benefit to cost ratio on
four catchments
Original analysis
1977 profitability
1977 profitability and
low growth
1980 profitability
1980 profitability and
low growth
Ratio of benefits to costs
Primary (i.e., farm) Primary and secondary
2.024 2.322
2.128 2.428
1.567 1.907
1.229 1.749
1.076 1.410
Source: Off’ice of Public Works.
We feel that the beneficial impacts of drainage on bogs, roads
and buih-up areas, and the provision of new bridges and
culverts, being in a sense unique to drainage investment, are
attributable benefits. However, we feel that they should be
included with primary benefits. The distinction between
primary and secondary benefits and costs should be dropped.
The inclusion of secondary effects has had little effect on the
ranking of catchments. This is hardly surprising since the
employment effect of the construction work dwarfs all the other
secondary impacts measured, and this is similar across projects.
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IV FIELD DR/ILA’:4GE
State Support Schemes and "l-heir Cost
Land Project
The rate of support has differed under tile various schemes.
Under the land project the I’armcrs had the option o1~
(a) Carrying Out the work themselves and receiving a 2/3
granttn of the cost up to a specificd maxlmuna level of
assistance per acre.
(b) Letting the state contractor do the work and paying a 2/5
contribution up to a specified rnaximunl payment ix:r acre.
There was a certain asymmetry in these options which
farmers proved quick to exploit. The state’s contribution was
tightly controlled under (a) and was eroded by inllation, but it
was completely open-endcd under (b). Farmers rcacted by
doing the simpler jobs themselves, often more cheaply than the
standard cost used lay the government lbr deciding its grant,
while the state contl’actor was "awarcled" the awkward
projects. Not surprisingly, the government soon decided that it
was not a suitable agent for direct work and withdrew the option
in 1958.
Table 12 shows the cost ofstate support. As onc would expect,
the state contractor option proved more than twice as expensive
pet" acre as the grant option. However, in combination the two
options worked out costing the state £91 per acre (in constant
£ 1980) in the ’fifties, which proved cheaper than sole reliance on
the grant option in the ’sixties. Indeed Graph 2 shows that grants
pet" acre rose during the ’fillies and stayed on a high plane
throughout the ’sixties. It fcll in the ’seventies, because the grant
18, (;r’ants and i:~mtrihtLtion~ were baird on it nalk*nal ~lal~dard of approved cl~.ting’, fi~r each
C~clllelll in a job. "l’}le impli<:il III~IXilTlU Ill I(~la[ C(~.t I~’1 ~1(!1 ¢ IX1 ~’h [1: h (:eilln~D ~¢rl c" I~1~11 ~¢It~,~[) ill
19"t9-55. £’t5 in 1955-65 and £67.5 in I C.R~5 -74 (with a £15 higher maximum i~:rmiHt~l in the ’~ ’.’c~l
6~om 196S) all ill i:ulrenl plil:ea.
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ceiling was never relaxed between 1965-77 even though
inflation reduced its real per acre value.
Table 12: Cost of state support under various schemes
(000) (£ 1980)
Form of I’eriod of Acres (,bst pet
A~heme suppol2 operation
bentJltin~
acl~
Land State conu’actor 1950-58 149.’.t] 968.2t ,209 069.7191.2 ~
prqjcct option 818.91 J
Granl opt iot’, 1050-69
Grant option 1960-69 935.6 97.9
Grar,* option 1970-77 651.4 83.8
Grant option 1950-77 2405.9 85.6
Grant 1974-80 468.6 86.4
Chant 197(J-80 73.8 133.2
Fa 1-111
modcrnisation
~Veslcl’n
drainage
Expenditure has been dcllatcd by the Consumer Price Index.
5;ource: Department of Agricuhure.
EEC Backed Schemes
Under EEC directives the rate of grant support available
cliscriminatcs among farmers and among investn’Jcnts. The
pattern of state grants is set out ill Table 13. The following
economic rationale can be suggested to "explain" this pattern:
The grant for drainage by commercial I~trnlcl’s may imply the
degree to which larmers underestimate the merits of drainage
either through short-sightcch’Jcss or because some of the bcnelits
accrue beyond the farm gate. This grant is larger than that for
short-life invcsmlcnts whose pay-off is nlore fully appreciated.
Development [~trmers arc those who arc undertaking a [’arnl
plan designed to raise their income to commercial (non-
agricuhural) levels over a period of six ycaJ,’s. The wider scope of
grants and the premium rate available to them can be justified
by their poorer access to capital. "Other" [~rmcrs and western
farmers also cr~joy a prcmiun’+ rate of grant. Here, income distri-
bution motives and recognition o1" their scanty opportunities for
employment outside larming woulcl be at work.
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Table 13: "l-he percentage rate of grant assistance available under the
fatal modernisatlon and western drainage schemes
7"ype o f farmerI All
(,’ommetclal Development 01htr western
7,rpe of im,estmem fil,,ne,~fa,me,x* flmnerJ fitr,ners
IDralnagc alld rccllullation ~’J:~ 45 45 70
Buildin~ and Ii×ed assets 15 25 25 40
Mobitc cqiiiplncnt - ’2
I’ttrchasc oJ" extra SlOe, k l01 2
Fcrtillscrs
.A’~,te~: A dre~,ing offizrtili~r is hmluded as one o[’the grant assisted loll|cults ill a d i’Itilla ~1"
and reclamation jnb. but die:re is ncJ genel~d scheme of llzrtili~er subsidies.
I, Stll~it21:t IO colldilii)n Ihat illeal pt’odtlclion Ilel:ome:~ the main ~urce ol’mdez~ leVetiue
by end of a plan i~l’i~I.
2. I.VeMCnl development Jlll’lllCl~ gel gl’ants fi~r equil)ment and Mock.
3, GI~i n I~* genct’;kliv aj)i)iy IO l~l~3tlS wilh I~u’nling ns Iheir i)rlttCil~t I oCCUpalioll, but tile
WC~*tCl’n (ll~it ill;t ~ gl’~t Ill :llJpilcs toall. Part -lithe fll rlnel~ will get a~.slst a ncc Oil[)’ iflhclr
i:tbnlhlncd ill(:tltll(: J’l’oin ll[I ~ZlIII’CI.~ is I~Iow cotnl);ifltl)le illCOIItC"S OUlSi(Je Iill’lllillg.
’t.UlldCl" Ihc FMS, ille I’F.G t:onlvlhutes olle-quilrlcr ol’gHtnls lxfid Io ¢lt2vt:lol)lncnl
J]t rtnel~i, However. it llUlS a ceiling of ~t0 imr cctlt on tile maxilnuln pl’Ol)ortiolxld t~le
ol" gFitnt eligible for I’]I’~G sui)i~wt. In view of tile higher rate ofgt~nl o[llztxzd by tile
h’isl~ gOve/’nlZlCllt Ibr d~tinage, the I~,l*~C i:Olltl’ihtttiot~ ell¢:cli’¢eJ)’J~tlls to Ic~.s Ih;tn ont2-
slxth,
The EEC has generally held the view that production aids
shoulcl only go to enterprises that are potentially commercial,
bcc;,t’dsc otherwise they serve to aggravate surphts production.
Indeed under the Farming Moderolsatlon Schcmc (I:~’IS) tile
1’21"2C only contributes towards grants for "development"
[’arrners.
The initial purpose of thc FMS was to direct aid primarily
towards dcvclopmcnt I"al-tlacl’s, comprising 22 per cent of the
total, hi practlcc it has not operatcd quhe like that. Only 34 per
cent of the work supported has been on development farms. The
majority (56 per cent) has Ixen on farms in tile "other"
category. One resuh has been that the EEG contribution
towards the cost of FMS grants has been very snlall. In tile case
of field drainage the EEC contributed less than five percent of
grants paid. The avet,’agc rate ofgrant support for field drainage
worked out at 49 per cent of approved costs. Nonlinally, this is a
lower rate of grant than was available under the Land Project
whicll came to 2/3 of cost. However, the grant ceiling oo
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support for ch~inage has been dropped and replaced by a ceiling
on the total amount ofgt~nt-aicled investment i~r labour unit
on the I~lm’m. This has not yet proved a constraint on drainage.
Table 12 shows that per acre support for drainage under the
FMS has, in pz,’actice, been higher than it ’,’+,as under the land
I>rqiect.
The EI’2C contribution to the Western D~inage Scheme
(\’VDS) is more generous, h contribntes half of the gl,"ants paid
up to a ccillng Ibr the total grant paid of£160 per acre. With
both the FMS and WDS OlZ.crating
, 
the EEC contribution came
to almost 20 lY.:r cent of all gt’ants paid for field dt’ainage in 1980.
The WDS costs the state (including EEC) 54p more in every
potmd than the F,.M S.* About 44p of this is due to the higher fate
of grant and 10p due to more costly dt,’ainage works. The
intvocluction of the x,’VI)S reducecl the cost of drainage work to
the farmer by 40 per cent. Interestingly, it has induccdjtJst over
40 per cent increase in the amonnt of land treated by the
qualil~’ing counties in the lh-st two .years of its ol~ration.
Drainage appears to bc price responsive. However, trader
earlier schemes the take-up of drainage had been
proportionately lower in many of the western counties, so this
resuh might not bc reproduced nationally?9
Achievement in Field Drainage
Progress in lancl improvcment since 1945 has been impressive
in qtmntitative terms..Just over half of the six million acres
thought to be in need of drainage have been tackled. However,
the economic measure of achievement is the return h-om
resources invested. The only evidence on this question comes
fl’om the land project Sut’vey Team (1968). Their sample was
small (70 drainage jobs) but their methods were rigorous and
their findings arc still instructive, in spite ofthe fact that it is now
thirteen years sit’tee the study was done.
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Survey Team Appraisal
Appraising this on-farm investnaent, the Team preferred to
apply a commercial standard rather than the broader cost-
benelit approac]l. They fb][owed the discounted cash [low
(present net worth) method. The assumptions built into this
calculation were much more demanding than those used in
studies of arterial drainage:
A real discount n"a te of 7 lxr cent was used over the average 36
years ]ifiz of schemes.
Output ’.*,’as estimated five years after the drainage job was
approved. The improvement achieved by then was assumed
to obtain for the entire llfe of the scheme.
The income generated from improved output was calculated
using the relatively low prolh margins prevailing in 1968 (sec
Table 15).
These margins were also assumed to obtain for the entire life
of the scheme.
The on-farm labour time and maclllnet3, needed to producc
the extra output were costed and included.
Their resuhs are summarised in Table 14. Overall, field
drainage proved very worthwhile. It gave a simple pay back to
investment inside five years and a discounted cash flow over its
lifetime of tTIOt’e than twice the money invested. However, the
lessons of the study come fi’om its findings on the variability of
performance among schemes and the availability of aher-
natives. The following striking restlhs were revealed:
37 per cent of the schemes did not covet" their costs, and 16 per
cent dicl not even cover half time costs.
14 per cent of time schemes were not worthwhile even if
Farmers had fully exploited the improved potential of their
land.
Half of the farmers had cheaper alternative naethods’-’° of
achieving the same increase in income.
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Table 14: Return on investment infield drainage and alternatives
Increment Cost of Discounted Annual Proportion
in attual land cash flow income as with a
income drainage (DCF) % of cheaper
£/atre £/acre total costs potential alternative
(1968) (1968) (%)
Western Cos. 5.36 46.82 1.222 65.2 58
Mid-south Cos. 5.75 46.28 I. 108 53.4 67
South-east 8,69 38.80 2.325 83.6 ’13
North-easl and midland    9.96 35.31 2.887 81.4 32
State 8.70 38.60 2.320 76.8 50
Source: Storey Team (1968).
a~"ottJ:
(i) Income is measured ncl of direcl (seed, feed, fertiliscr ere.) costs and exlra labour
lin]c ~+’aluc4"l al a~rictthural illhltmum ~ x’+alC$.
(iiI C.osts of land drainage include Iz, odl farmer and govcnwnenl contributions to the
cost of the drainage job and a drc~ing of lime and ferlili~r applk:d to the drained
land.
(iii)Total costs i,~hlde govemmenl adminislration cosls (an extra 8~ per cenl) and
associated stock and machineD’ invcsmlenl (an exlra 17 per cent on average) over
and above land drainage cost.
(iv) The average life of drainage jobs ~’aried from 21 years in the Mid-South to 43 years
in the North-easl and midlands. This diil~:rcnce in life span does not have very
dramatic effects on the DCF-Cost Ratio: and it accounts for only a small part oft he
obsclwed regional diNi=renccs in this ratio.
(v) The Survey "*’as not countD’-wide. The regions were ,.veslem (Mayo, L,citrlm,
Donegal, "West-Cork); Mid-south (Limerick, East-Cork, TipperaD’
, 
Kilkcnny);
South-east (Wexford, Carlow. Laois, Offaly, Wicklco.s’); North-east and midlands
(Louth, .x.ieath, Westmeath, Roscommon, .Monaghan).
An interesting fact about the alternative methods was that
although they worked out £’.20 (35 per cent) per acre cheaper on
average than drainage (1968 prices), the state grant ofabout £27
(58 per cent) per acre significantly ahered"the economics of
investment for farmers. In fact, for 30 per cent of the farmers
with a cheaper ahernativc, drainage was financially more
attractive to them because of the higher grant support for
drainage. Many farmers were responding rationally to the
incentives presented to them.
The data also present some very interesting regional aspects of
the scheme. The situation in the western counties is particularly
worthy of note in the light ofthe present drainage scheme. In the
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west the results show:
The lowest returns pet" acre to dralnagc.
The highest costs of draining.
More than half the schemes fail to cover full costs.
A cheaper alternative is available in 58 per cent of the cases.
That there is more difficulty in realising the full potential of
drained [ands.
Given these results, the lower take-up of drainage grants in the
west is not surprising.
Relevance in the Eighties
Since 1968 it is thought that many farmers have developed
more commercial attitudes. However, the gross margins - gross
revenue tess direct costs - in all major farm enterprises have
fallen since then. The position in dairying and cattle - the most
common uses of drained land - is shown in Table 15 (full details
in Appendix 9). Gross margins in these enterl)rises is down one-
third in real terms since 1968. Farmers have also intensified their
use of purchased inputs and capital so that the prolits share in
this output has been squeezed. The effect of higher use of
purchased inputs alone is shown in Table 15. If interest,
depreciation and operating expense of capital were deducted
from gross margins the deterioration in returns pet" livestock unit
would be more marked. We conclude that the net returns to
investment in farming are probably less attractive today than
the), were in 1968. It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore,
that the results of the 1968 study are germane in 1981.
Table 15. Earnings (gross margins) of daio,ing and cattle
Dairying Cattle
£ (1980)/ % Share of % .~a,~ of
Livestock unit gross output £ (1980)ILU gross output
1968 347 79 145 72
1973 400 81 146 na
1978 378 70 154 61
1980 237 63 100 54
Source: As for Appendix Table 9.
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However, the 1968 Team did apply very strict performance
standards. If the assumptions about growth and discount rate
used in the analysis of arterial drainage are applied to 1980
profit levels, the DCF-cost ratio in Table 14 would increase from
2.32 to 3.80. This compares very favourably v,,it h the ratio 1.076
for arterial drainage projects under similar assumptions in
Table 9.~l It suggests that overall, field drainage is still well
worthv,,hile from the national viewpoint. However, ",,,,hat we
cannot know without an up to date survey is whether the field
drainage programme has run into dirninishiog returns since
1968. It would be natural to expect that the highest yielding
investments were undertaken first. Ybe programme may no,,’,,
have worked its way down to less attractive opporturfities.
The effective rate of state support in 1968 was 58 per cent of
the cost of drainage. In 1981 the rate of grant varied between
farmers as seen in Table 13. It averages out at 56 per cent,
roughly the same as in 1968.
21, This r~vi~ion would allot Ihe regional I:~n¢fit -era1 mtiw+ for I]eld dra;imge as fi~[Io~’~: we~l (1,89),
mid-~outh (IA8). ~o.lh-casl (3.49). norlh-cast a+ld midlands (5.05).
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V SUGGESTIO.ArS
Tile evidence available implies that the best investment
opportunities in arterial drainage have already been
undertaken. Ahhough we have no time-series data, we expect
that the same is true in tile case of field drainage. With regard to
tile latter, it is clear that there is very great variation among
projects in terms of costs and payoff, with some investments
yielding very attractive rates of return and others not even
covering costs. It follows that considerable care should be taken
so as to ensure that our outlays on arterial and field drainage -
now amounting to about £30 million annually - should be
invested to maximum national advantage. The state should
bring to this task tile same level of analysis and planning which a
successful private era’potation would if it were investing this sum
per annum. Private sector norms would provide a useful starting
point in deciding what is appropriate in this regard.
Re-distribution
In our recommendations we emphasise the economic
efl]ciency dimension. However, sight should not be lost of the
thct that drainage investment is also a re-distributlon of funds,
and that it may favour in this resl~ect the relatively rich or the
relatively pool’. Since it comprises a substantial transfer of
income-earning assets fi’om taxpayers in general to specific
individuals, it is clearly a convenient policy’,instrument for
increasing tile incomes of tile less well-off. However, ifsuch is to
be a justification - it is not so used by tile Office of Public Works
- then tile distribution effects should be clearly identified and
other alternative means of re-distribution should be explored.
The EEC
Ahhongh the proportion ofdrainage investment contributed
by tile EEC has been very modest in the past, it is increasing
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with the implementation of the Western Drainage Scheme. In
our analysis we did not separate out the present or prospective
EEC contribution; we examined tile return to the total
investment. Clearly, if we based our present net worth estimates
on the Irish contribution alone, this would make the returns
much more favourable. We eschewed this approach for a
number of reasons: it is likely that there is a hidden quid pro quo
involved in getting EEC funds; they are not costless. This effect
may be quite subtle, e.g., our bargaining power at the agricul-
tural price review stage is weakened if member states can point
to favours which we have received elsewhere in the system, or it
may take the more direct form of reduced appropriations from
the Regional and Social Funds. Furthermore, we assume that
the EEC is interested in allocating its resources effectively; the
community will want to be assured that what is spent on
drainage is allocated so as to achieve the greatest net effect, and
to be informed if there are alternative options on which some of
the resources could more beneficially be spent. We recognise
that Ireland receives funds for drainage in part on the basis that
the country is a "special case" in this respect. However, we
believe that the spirit of that conviction could be retained by
requiring that the resources be spent to increase the income
generating capacity of those owners with land drainage
problems; if this were acceptable, it would mean that funds
would not have to be earmarked exclusively for a single purpose.
We turn now to a listing of suggestions respectively
concerning arterial and field drainage.
Arterial Drainage
Overall, we are impressed with the methodology employed
and the rigour with which it has been pursued, as described in
Steering Group (1978) and Howard (1980). Focusing on the
addition to landowner income is the correct measure of gross
primary benefit, sensitivity analysis is skilfully employed, while
not counting the multiplier effects of investment as a benefit is
also correct, for reasons outlined in a previous section.
Establishing an interdepartmental group to provide the
analytical framework will have helped avoid many potential
errors, if the US experience in this respect is any guide. There,
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since 1938 the federal water development agencies have had a
statutory requirement that the benefits of proposed
developments must exceed costs before development can
proceed. However, no analytical guidelines were provided at
the outset to the agencies involved. As a consequence, a
heterogeneous set of practices and traditions became established
which resulted in im,a[id analyses, and it has taken decades to
correct the initial errors and arrive at appropriate analytical
methods. However, there are aspects of the OPW analysis where
we feel that improvement is possihle.
(i) Marginal Approach
In scaling their prospective investment, the OPW does use a
marginal approach to decide what to include and what to
exclude in the project. For each channel, estimated expenditure
is compared with the anticipated benefit, measured by the
increase in the market value of the land. In the case of the
Maigue scheme, only those channels were included where the
ratio of costs to anticipated returns does not exceed 3.5:1. Even
allowing for the limitations of increased market value of land as
a measure of benefit - these arc discussed late]" - this strikes one
as a rather indulgent cut-off criterion. In addition, since in the
global analysis the OPW uses estimated farm income increase as
the measure of benefit rather than the land value increase, there
is an inconsistency between the criterion used to scale the project
and that which is used to assay its viability overall.
The OPW also uses an implicitly marginal approach to its
assessment of some environmental impacts. Howard (1980)
describes how, in the case of the Corrib/Mask catchment, the
areas where drainage could be forgone a~ little loss in terms of
net income forgone and which were also of considerable value
for wildlife were identified, as were those areas where "drainage
is essential ira scheme for the major portion of the catchment is
to be formulated". By comparing crude rankings of areas for
wildlife with those for economic draining potential, it is possible
to avoid major errors, such as including in a scheme those areas
which are very valuable for wildlife but which add little to net
income if drained.
We feel that the marginal approach should be strengthened
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and reformulated. Thus we are recommending a modification of
the "entire catchment" approach of the 1945 Act; even small-
scale improvements should be admissible, as was possible under
the 1928 Act. The costs and benefits of the minimum size scheme
for a catchment should first be estimated. This would be
prepared for what a priori appeared to be the most attractive
drainage opportunity. It would not necessarily involve working
on the main channel, if the latter’had "excess" capacity. If this
investment yielded a positive present net worth, a further
increment would be added, and if this increment in turn yielded a
positive net worth, the next most promising addition would be
analysed etc. The analysis would proceed until the last addition
tested yielded a negative present net worth; this would define
the optimum scale of the scheme. The important thing is to
iteratively test various combinat ions at the margin in arriving at
the appropriate scale. This will maximise the opportunity for
trade-off analysis, where what would be forgone in financial
returns at the margin in order to accommodate environmental,
water supply and any other considerations which are germane,
can be explored, at least in narrative form.
The opportunity to do this explicitly was forgone in the
benefit-cost analysis of the River Maigue scheme. Two mutually
exclusive alternatives - the preferred and the abridged schemes
- were analysed (all estimates in 000s of 1975 £):
Preferred
Abridged
Preferred
abridged
Present Benefits/
Benefi~ ~sts netwo~lh costs
15402 8707 6695 1.77
14486 8072 6414 1.80
916 635 281 1.44
The abridged version had a slightly higher benefit/cost ratio.
However, as was shown earlier, this is not the appropriate
criterion for choosing among mutually exclusive projects. It can
be seen above that spending an additional £635,000 provides
further benefits o1"£916,000 to yield an incremental presen| net
worth of,£281,000; the marginal benefit/cost ratio is 1.4. The
marginal net financial gain - £281,000 - could be compared
with any benefit which forgoing this return would yield in terms
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of euviromnental or other benefits."~2 In doing so, it can be
helpful to express the present worth amount in annual
equivalent terms. In the case under review, over 50 years at 3.5
per cent, this works out at £12,252; this facilitates comparlsou
with any annual hunting, fishing or odaer recreation experiences
which must be forgone in order to garner the additional
financial benefits.
(ii) Shadow Prich~g of Labour
The major proportion of secondary benefits identified by the
OPW comprise the shadow pricing of unemployed labour at
zero. A difficulty arises with the use of this estimating procedure:
as noted earlier, to legltlrnise the adoption of this convention
would require that the interest rate applied be the return
yielded at the margin in the best competing alternative
investments - both public and private - estimated using shadow
prices. This will be higher than the financially (rather than
shadow priced) based rate of interest now used by the OPW. To
arrive at this appropriate discount rate would require that all
competing investments be shadow-priced, which is a task
beyond the capacity of existing data and analytical resources.
We recommend, therefore, that the estimation of secondary
benefits per se be dropped. If it is felt that drainage investment
employs more heretofore unemployed or underemployed
resources than the ahernative iuvestrnents, the difference
between the drainage investment-related impact in this respect
and the alternative can be showu in the form of a sepat,-ate
display, as in attributable benefit.
( i i i ) ,A’bn - Drainage ,’llternat ires
An important aspect to be addressed in benefit-cost analyses is
whether there arc more cost-cffcctlve means of achieving the tact
farm income-increasing objective tbr which the proposed
project is being undertaken. In the study of the Rivet" Maigue
drainage project, a scheme was discussed to achieve more
efficient use of the target group’s lands which had no drainage
problems. However:
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¯ . . the valuation of such a scheme had to be abandoned
because of the difficulty in identifying and measuring the
relevant inputs and outputs. It was recommended that
further consideration be given to determining the
relationship between training and advisory costs and
increased farmer capability¯ (Steering Group, 1978, p. 11)
This inability, to examine non-drainage alternatives seriously
weakens the conviction which can be associated with the
conclusions of any study. In part this difficulty grows out of the
restricted mandate under which the OPW must operate. It is
charged with draining land rather than arriving at the most
cost-effective means of increasing landowner income.
The recommendation in this context that further
consideration be given to the relationship between training and
advisory, costs and increased farmer capability seems to imply
that these (advising and training of farmers) are the key
constraints to increased output¯ This in turn implies that any
fimds re-allocated from drainage would most effectively be
spent on the achievement of these ends.
We feel that the matter of alternatives needs to be raised in a
much broader context.
All major income-increasing alternatives should be subject to
periodic appraisal, along the lines employed by the Survey
Team (1968). Although it may appear to be a counsel of
perfection to suggest that a wide array of alternatives be
canvassed, the results of the analysis undertaken by the Survey
Team illustrates the value of the insights which can be yielded
by casting the net wide in reviewing policy choices.
(iv) Ex-Post Analysis
A key consideration in the analysis of drainage is the extent to
which the investment opportunities created in this respect are
actually acted upon by landowners. With regard to earlier
schemes, we were assured by some observers that many
landowners did not make the necessary follow-up investments,
but these comments were not based on any independent analysis
of the data. In this situation the OPW had no choice but to do
what they have done, namely, to draw on the opinion of
experienced personnel in the local Land Office in this regard,
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and test tile sensitivity of the results for changes in the assumed
rate of participation. As is to be expected, the net returns are
highly sensitive to changes in participation rates. In tile case of
the Maigue scheme, the benefit-cost ratio falls from 1.77 to 1.16
when the assumed degree of response fails from 90 per cent,
which was the central assumption of the study in this respect, to
50 per cent.
We recommend that ex post analysis be used to verify (or
otherwise) assumed rates of participation. Such review should
not be confined to those four schemes which have been formally
analysed. It should be possible to derive a rough estimate of the
actual "with-without" effects of drainage on the schemes which
have been completed since 1948. The use of ex post analysis
should also be extended to include a review of price,
productivity growth and input-output assumptions.
(v) Project Ranking
In analysing any specific project, many expectations
concerning matters such as price, output, landowner parti-
clpatlon, the interest rate etc., may ",’,,ell turn out to be incorrect.
However, most of such inaccuracies will be shared by all
projects. It follows that benefit-cost analysis is more powerful as
a means of ranking projects than as an absolute indicator of
merit. This advantage has not yet been availed of in regard to
arterial drainage projects. The information available supports
the economic logic of draining catchments in the rank order
suggested in 1945 by the Chief Engineer of the OPW, and
which has since been followed.
The evidence available supports (put more formally, it does
not allow us to reject) the hypothesis that the most economically
attractive drainage opporttmities have been tmdertaken. This is
clear[), consistent with the underlying rationale of the OPW
priorities. However, we would expect that tile a priori ranking of
the most promising opportunities would be easier than assigning
priorities to those remaining. In addition, since we anticipate
that those remaining are relatively higher cost and with a lower
payoff, the opportunity costs of a maior error in the order in
which the remaining prqiects are undertaken could prove to be
very high. We feel that it would be useful to verify (orotherwise)
that the existing OPW ranking should continue to be adhered to
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for those schemes yet to be undertaken.
(vi) Improvement in Land Value
The improved market value of land has certain deficiencies as
a measure of the value of farming benefits fi’om drainage.
However, it has the advantage that it is based on a "real"
comparison by the assessor of drained and undrained land. The
income flow measure, on the other hand, is based upon
hypothetical behaviour which so fat" has not been validated by
actual experience, and upon a questionable nll value on the
farmer’s own extra labour on the reclaimed land. We, therefore,
feel that the land value measure may not be far wide of the mark
as a useful measure of benefit. Perhaps current research at An
Foras Tal6ntais on the determinants of land price will clarify the
latter’s role as a proxy for income generating capacity.
(vii) Pricing
Based oil the fragmentary evidence available concerning pre-
1945 drainage schemes, for tile benefit of which in each case
some charge was assessed to landowners, it appears as though
price plays a role in eliminating the least worthy projects. It also
tends to reduce the area drained by both increasing
administrative costs and delays, and reducing the degree of
participation in a particular area. Nevertheless, under the 1842,
1863 and 1925 Acts, 250,000, 130,000 and 70,000 acres
respectively were drained, while landowners respectively bore
48.1, 93.6 and 23.1 per cent of tile costs. The assessment of
charges to a relatively large number of owners complicates
matters, and is likely to slow down the rate at which areas are
drained. However, even a modest charge wou]d eliminate much
of the pressure for what is now a free good, while helping to
allocate funds to the most promising opportunities. The cost-
sharing approach now employed in group piped water supply
schemes might provide a useful model in this respect.
(viii) Institutional Considerations
We have seen that tile legislative mandate of the OPW does
not embrace responsibility for non-drainage aspects of river
basin management; water supply, environmental considera-
tions and other landowner income generating opportunities fall
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outside of the agency’s terms of reference, if the latter are strictly
defined. This narrowness of focus can result in significant sub-
optimisation. The OPW has had some success in overcoming
these limitations, by the use of inter-organisationa] committees
and interaction with experts. However, this approach is limited
in a number of related ways:
(a) It depends for its effectiveness on the extent and quality of
the co-operation which the OPW receives from the relevant
agencies. In some cases, e.g., water supply, the units in
question = local authorities - may not bc sufficiently staffed
and organised to anticipate needs and to identify
opportunities.
(b) The drainage section of the OPW is evaluated chieIly by the
acreage of area drained. These additional responsibilities
must be undertaken in an institutional environment where-
in the agency gets little credit for non-drainage related
activities.
(c) In both the design and execution of schemes, day-to-day
decisions are taken which cannot readily be dea[t with by a
committee. Furthermore, when indivlduais of different
disciplines - e.g., hydrologists, economists, engineers,
wildlife managers, fisheries scientists etc., - work together as
a team in the same organisation and with the same overall
mission, they can teach each other and develop a
professional and personal rapport which is difficult to
achieve with a more fragmented organisational structure.
(d) A single purpose agency has a major difficulty if, and when,
it is decided that the task for which it has been mobilised is
no longer necessary. This stage has by no means yet been
reached in the case of arterial drainage in h’eland. However,
if the OPW had a multi-purpose mission, it could gradually
shift emphasis as the circumstances required, and still
maintain its organisational cohesion and esprit de corps.
Given the interdependence involved in river basins, and the
muhi-faccted nature of the skills required for their
management, most VVestern countries have adopted river basins
(catchments) as the jurisdictional units, and they apply
integrated n’iuiti-purpose skills in their managen’lent. This
approach has not been adopted in Ireland: it would further
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dilute the already meagre powers of the local authorities, and
the several agencies already involved in water might lose some
influence. However, since the main preoccupation of local
authorities in this area is the provision of water to households,
rather than river basin management, they may not object to
ceding some authority in this latter respect. We feel that the
river basin approach deserves serious consideration, and that
the OPW, because of its experience in operating at this scale,
should be centrally involved. Failing a fundamental re-
appraisal ofriver basin management in Ireland, we recommend
that the OPW integrate the requisite skills in economics, wildlife
management, agronomy, ecology etc., into its organisation.
This would give it the day-to-day skills needed, and allow it to
enter into professional dialogue with the Forest and Wildlife
Service, the Central Fisheries Board, the Department of
Fisheries, An Foras Forbartha, the local authorities, interest
groups, the public, etc. The OPW should be given some
legislative mandate in the relevant areas as they are affected by
drainage.
The costs ofsuch an expansion in personnel would amount to
about if200,000 (.~ 1981) annually, comprising 1.5 per cent of
estimated outlays on arterial drainage in 1981. It is impossible to
quantify the improvement which such an outlay would
engender. Further to the case made above, all we can say is that
it would be consistent with the staffing approach used in many
other countries.
(ix) Cost Allocation
Should the costs of accommodating environmental, water
supply and other concerns be allocated to drainage, or borne by
the affected parties? This is a property rights question. If it is
assumed that the rights to the fisheries, wildlife etc., are owned
by the public, then whichever interest wishes to diminish these
must, in theory, either compensate the losers or make good the
damage caused. If, on the other hand, the rights are vested in the
landowners, then those with interests in fisheries, wildlife etc.,
must compensate the landowners if they want the latter to
accommodate their interests. We feel that the costs of
accommodating the non-drainage interests appropriately
should be an integral component of the drainage programme.
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This approach would be consistent with that applied to
industrial and residential developments; through the planning
permission process, developers typically have to incur the bulk
of the costs of accommodating the concerns of adjacent
landowners and the general public. However, some rights which
rest with ohjectors under existing planning law - notably,, the
right to appeal to An Bord Pteanala - would not be appropriate
in the case of land drainage.
There have been misgivings expressed by’ a few non-Irish
members of the European Parliament concerning the potential
environmental damage caused by the drainage programme.
The European taxpayers are helping to finance this
programme, and the level of environmental awareness and
conCCtTt in the other EEC member countries tends to be higher
than it is in Ireland. It is likely, then that there will be continuing
interest on the part of European representatives in the
environmental dimension. We feel that it would be preferable to
anticipate this concern by taking the actions proposed, and
publlcising them, rather than be required to do so at a later
stage.
(x) Research and Training
The Oll’ice of Public Works does not conduct research into
alternative methods of drainage, but does keep up to date with
developing technologies. There are areas where a modest
investment in drainage research might yield substantial
dividends. Drainage maintenance costs per unit length have
shown a real long-tez-m annual average rate ofgrowth of two per
cent. As the total length of channels to be maintained increases,
this comhines with the growth rate to yield a rapidlyexpanding
maintenance budget. Research - biological, and economic as
well as engineering - could be applied to try to reduce existing
costs, anti develop drainage methods which would be cheaper to
maintain. Research could also be applied to the development of
drainage construction and maintenance approaches which are
in harmony, v,,it h environmental and other values, or which can
accommodate them at reduced cost. These are simply suggestive
of what might be undertaken. We have no special insight or
expertise in this area, but we fee[ that this possibility should be
seriously investigated.
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(xi) Drainage Maintenance
The scanty evidence available indicates that maintenance of
channels by local authorities is in some cases both more
expcnsive and more environmentally deleterious than it would
be if it were undertaken b’:¢ the Office of Public Works. We
recommend that this matter be investigated further. If it proves
that sucb is the case, either the maintenance should be
centralised, as envisioned in the 1945 Arterial Drainage Act, or
the performaace of the local authorities in this respect should be
up-graded.
Field Drainage
(i) l~onomic Appraisal
Many of the points made in this regard concerning arterial
drainage apply with equal force to field drainage. A listing of
investment opportunities should be compiled and ranked, Each
drainage investment should be scaled using marginal analysis,
The most promising income increasing alternatives should be
assayed. However, most of the field drainage investments are
small; a fnll appraisal can only be justified for the largest such
schemes. For the rest (comprising the bulk of field drainage
activity), some rule of thumb procedures should be devised
which would allow the most and the least promising
opportunities to be quickly identified.
(ii) Incentives for lmndowners
When the Su~’vey Team analysed the issue in 1968, they
expressed concern that some landowners were getting the
drainage work done but then were not utilising the land to full
economic advantage. To help ensure that this problem would be
minimised, they suggested the following:
(I) Grants should not be given to applicants who are neglecting
the sound land on their holdings or who have failed to make
proper use of land drained under previous schemes.
(2) Proper maintenance of previous drainage should be a
prerequisite for further gram-aid.
(3) The Advisory Set~,,ice should be involvcd with farmers in
planning the schemes themselves and in utilising and
maintaictlng them when complete.
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. Under the Land Project, all land-holders were eligible. It was
administered by technical staff" who had no brief to advise
farmers on the proper place of drainage in their business. The
major protection against waste was the grant ceiling. It weeded
out costly jobs because the corttribution I)y the farmer escalated
rapidly on these.
The Farm Modernisation Scheme confined grants to
landholders with farming as their main occupation. It contained
somewhat stricter screening of applicants along the lines
recommended in (3) above. It did not attempt to introduce the
tough line on eligibility recommended in (2). All proposals had
to be passed by the Advisory Service. However, this was more an
administrative procedure than an economic assessment. For
development farmers they also had to be set in the context of a
farm plan agreed with the Adviser, and strict accounts had to be
kept. In practice the advantages of development status were not
attractive, so most farmers opted for the Iowerstatus where they
were allowed much more laxity in specifications of investment
proposals.2s
Between 1974 and 1979, 92,000 applicant farmers, or about
two-thirds of the farmers in the country, had to be assigned to
the appropriate development status. Six-year plans had to be
drawn tip for 17,000 of them. The paperwork involved proved
burdensome on the Advisory Service and there were many
complaints that the normal duties of advising on appropriate
investment and husbandry suffered. This cast some doubt on
whether the reforms helped get better value for state money.
The administration of the Western Drainage Scheme has
largely reverted to the Land Project style. All landholders are
eligihle and the scheme is administered by technical officers.
Some of the Survey Team’s criticisms in 1968 are applicable.2~
We recommend that the Survey Team’s proposals be
adopted. For the largest schemes, we suggest also that part of the
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grant be withheld and paid over time, with payment Ix:ing
made contingent on compliance with economically efficient use
of the land. The IDA pays its grants over time so as to encourage
compliance by the grantees with agreed employment and
environmental standards. It would help reassure taxpayers that
their contributions were not being wasted ifa similar approach
were adopted in the case of grants for drainage.
(iii) Ex Post Analysis
The Survey Team in 1968 recommended that "a small unit
within the administrative staff should organise regtdar data
collection and appraisal of the programme". This suggestion
has not been acted upon.
A representative sample of field drainage projects should be
selected at the time the work is done and the costs and expected
returns recorded. At least once thereafter these should be re-
examined to compare actual performance with that expected at
project initiation. In order to avoid the "Hawthorne effect" -
where those being examined modify their behaviour so as to
conform with what is "expected" of them - the landowners
should if possible not be aware that they have been selected for
this purpose.
(iv) Rate of Subsidy
The subsidisation of drainage is proportionately higher than
that which is provided to other farm inputs such as fertilisation,
improving livestock quality, increasing stocking, building more
and better farm buildings etc. Net revenue maximising
landowners will choose the mix of inputs which will equate
returns at the margin. Thus they will keep "adding" drainage
up to the point when the return to the last increment oftheirown
expenditure for this purpose just equals the return yielded by the
equivalent outlay elsewhere. This explains why the Land
Project survey team discovered that many farms were forgoing
alternative investment opportunities in favour of drainage when
the former would yield a greater net difference between total
revenues and total costs. They opted for more drainage because,
with the preferential rate of subsidy, it was more profitable for
them to do so. Net income to farmers could be increased if
resources were to be re-allocated from drainage to other
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activities. We noted earlier that landowners (especially those of
advanced years) may underinvest in drainage relative to other
inputs, because the btdk of the benefits accruing fi’om the former
are so long deferred. On this basis, therefore, one can make a
case for the state contributing a higher proportion of the cost of
drainage. However, the findings of the [and project survey team
imply that this "favouritism" has gone too far, and that overall
net returns to agriculture are suffering as a result.
We, therefore, recommend that, if maxlmisation of net farm
income is a goal, serious consideration be given to moving in the
direction of achieving neutrality vis-fi-ois subsidies, i.e.,
narrowing the differentia[ in the share of costs borne by the state
vis-h-vis drainage and other farm inputs. Since arterial drainage
is provided fi’ec, this would involve considering an assessment to
recoup from the beneficiaries a portion ofthe costs incurred. We
recognise that this would pose some administrative and political
dln]culties. However, the latter would be eased perhaps by the
fact that the subsidy level on other inputs would be increased.
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ApF, endix Table 1: Spending on the arterial drainage progrmmne
Survo, and
Fxpenditure (£OOO) ¢otutruction
asa%of
At currtnt prices At constant 1980 prices public
capital
A’urve),Construction Malnltnance Survey Cotutruction A.laintenante Total programme
1950/51 6.3 356.5 -- 71.6 4051.1 -- 4122.2 I.O
1951/52 t 1.0 464.2 -- 112.2 4736.7 -- 4848.9 I. I
16.3 526.1 -- 150.9 4871.3 -- 5022.2 1.2
14.9 542.4 -- 138.0 5022.2 -- 5160.2 1.3
16.6 698.2 -- 156.6 6586.8 -- 6743.4 1.6
1955 15.9 729.5 2.6 147.2 6754.6 24.1 6925.9 1.6
18.2 698.8 22.1 156.9 6024.1 190.5 6371.5 1.6
22.4 657.0 22.9 185.1 5429.8 189.3 5804.2 1.7
27.6 6’tl.2 33.2 224.4 5213.0 269.9 5707.3 1.8
28.3 839.2 38.0 233.9 6935.5 314.0 7483A 2.0
1960 28.6 958.5 58.1 228.8 7668.0 464.8 8361.6 1.9
25.2 1193.8 69.7 193.8 9183.1 536.2 9913.1 2.1
22.8 1561.3 84.9 166.4 11396.4 619.7 12182.5 2.4
26.2 1849.3 93.1 189.9 13400.7 674.6 1~1265.2 2.’t
24.9 - 2125.2 127.7 167.1 14263. I 857.0 15287.2 2.2
1965 27.2 1808.1 161.7 177.8 11817.6 1056.9 13062.3 1.8
23.7 1465.9 168.5 [48.1 9161.9 1053.1 10363.1 1.5
24.9 1467.3 180.2 150.0 8839.2 1085.5 10074.7 1.3
44.8 1470.0 239.2 259.0 8497.1 1382.7 10138.8 I.I
39.3 1515.4 2363.3 20’£7 7892.7 1371.4 9468.8 0.9
Appendix Table I: Spending on the arterial drainage programme (continued)
A)truey and
Fx’penditure (£’000) construaion
asa%of
At cuntnt prices At constant 1980 prices public
capital
Construction Maintenance Suraey Construction Maintenance Total programme
¢¢g;
1970
1975
1980 (P)
1981 (E)
Total
45.1 1636.8 385.1 211.7 7684.5 1808.0 9704.2 0.9
38.7 1320.3 518.7 164.0 5594.5 2197.9 7956.4 0.6
30.0 1215.4 621.1 114.9 4656.7 2379.7 7151.3 0.5
42.7 1381.6 778.9 144.7 4683.4 2640.3 7468.4 0.4
52.0 1410.8 731.1 133.3 3617.4 1874.6 5625.3 0.5
58.7 2689.8 1120.5 125.7 5759.7 2399.4 8284.8 0.6
76.1 3281.7 1331.5 138.4 5966.7 2420.9 8526.0 0.6
90.3 3789.7 1380.5 138.1 5794.6 2110.9 8043.6 0.6
90.1 4369.3 1785,5 125.1 6068.5 2479.9 8673.5 0.6
165 6810 2135.7 198.1 8175.3 2563.9 10037.3 0.7
220 9062 2944 220 9062 2944 12226 0.8
230 9587 3671 190 7923 3034 11147 0.6
5466.4 232731.2 38944.2 277040.8
.,Vote: The dala include dlrccl spending under the rcspccllvc subhead plus an apporlionment Io each of cngincers’ sadarics and
iravelllng ex1~nscs, and of services of engineering planl, machh~cry and slores. Head office cosls of ihc O{’fic¢ of Public \Vorks
arc not included. "llle dala include the 50 i:..zr cent EI"]C COnlrlbulion Io Arlcrlal l)ralnag¢ in Ihe wes~ slar|ed in 1979. The
deflator used is the implicit price index of"Other Building and Cor~sttaaction (including Land Rchabilitatiot’0" derived from
the National Income and ]’]Xl~endilure Accounts. (P) = Provisional (E) = l’7.stimate.
Aburce: Appropriation Accounts: Budget Booklet.
Appendix Table 2: Progress u~derfwldprogrammes
~at¢
grams ff)O0 A tea of Slate Grants paid as
paid Constant land grants paid % of publi~
current 1980 impreced per acre capital
pdtes prices (acres) (£ 1980) programme"
1951 272.1 2776.5 57,762 48.1 0.6
401.6 3718.5 75.631 49.2 0.9
490.4 4540.7 77.98.5 58.2 I.I
700.3 6606.6 84,158 78.6 13
1955 980.5 9078.7 93,868 96.7 2.2
1298.2 I 1191.4 109,958 101.8 2.8
1260.9 10420.7 89,635 116.3 3.1
1285.9 10454.5 93,749 I [ 1.5 3.4
1669.7 13799.2 114.636 120.4 3.8
19(,,0 1699.0 13692.0 127,626 106.6 3.3
1365.9 10506.9 91,560 114.8 2.3
1583.5 11558.4 98,618 117.2 2.4
1499.8 10868.1 88,045 123,4 1.9
1721.2 11551.7 93.565 123,5 1.8
1965 1683,7 11004.6 89,388 123.1 1,7
1685.2 10532.5 71.311 147,7 1.7
2365.3 14248.8 89,763 158,7 2.1
2484.7 t4362,4 93,940 152.9 1.8
2534,7 13201.6 91.790 143.8 1.5
1970 2997.3 14071.8 104,933 134.1 1.6
2737.8 11600.8 93,728 123.8 1.3
2615.5 10021.1 85,832 116.8 I.I
2714,3 9201.0 86,297 106.6 0,8
2576.0 6605, I 80,938 81.6 0,9
1975 3527.7 75.54.0 103,942 72.7 0.7
5774.4 10499.0 152,734 68.7 I.I
5304.1 8110.2 96,331 84.2 0,8
7626,2 10591.9 116,564 gO.9 1.0
9503.4 11408.6 119,873 95.2 0.9
1980 16556.0 16556.0 152,5451 108.5 1.3
Totnl 310233.3
Notes:
(i)Expandilure includ~ grants paid only. The cwa of ndminls~ering the
~,cheme ~ not shown.
(illThe data incorporale ihe Land Project, the Farm Mndernhatlon Scheme
from 1975, the Western Drainage Scheme from 1979.
(iii)Up until 1858. farrne,~ could opt for field improvemem by stale
contractor. Under this pan of the Land Project, 149,354 ac.~ were
improved at a total cosl to Ihe state of aboul ~r43 million a| 1980 prlce~.
"rhi5 option wa~ mo~l popular in Ihe 6rsl half of the ’6hies. The ~
approximale phasing of ~he work is added in Graph 2.
(iv) The deflator used i~ ~he impfcil price index of "Ouher Buildlng and
Consiructlon (including Land Rehabilltatlon)" derived from Ehe
Nallonal Income and Expenditure Accounls.
S0urc~ Dcpartmez~t of Agricuhurc.
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Appendix Table 3: Progress of drainage programmes by county
Arterial drainage 1945-80 Field drainage 1949-78
%of %o.1"
(Acres OOO) farm land (.4ores 000) farm land
Carlow
-- -- 68.5 36.7
Dublin 3. I 1.9 31. I 18.8
Kildare 14.7 4.1 128.4 35.6
Kilkenny -- -- 108.0 23.7
Laois 4.0 1.2 123.4 36.5
Longford" I 1.4 5.4 36.9 17.4
Louth 11.7 6.7 32.6 18.6
Meath 68.6 12.4 146.6 26.6
Otlhly 84.6 23.4 7 t .2 31.2
Westmeath 85.2 22.5 119.8 31.7
Wexford 4.9 1.0 173.7 34.2
Wicklow
-- -- 87.2 29.7
LEI.A%’TER 288.2 7.2 I 127.4 28.5
Clare" 10.3 1.8 86.9 15.0
Cork 2.0 0. I 272.3 20. I
Kerry° 38. I 7. I 17 I.O 31.9
Limerick 54.2 9. I 140.5 23.6
Tippevary 8. I 0.9 237. I 27.4
Waterford 1.0 0.3 93.3 28.7
MUa~tS’FER I 13.7 2.7 1001. I 23.5
Galway" 116.5 14.0 179.0 21.5
Leitrim° 2.2 0.8 3.5.6 12.9
Mayo° 64.7 10.6 149.7 24.4
Roscommon" 2.2 0.4 74.7 15.2
Sligo" 10.8 3.6 40. I 13.3
COa~bVA UGHT 196.4 7.8 479. I 19. I
Cavan" 7.1 1.8 101.3 25.5
Donegal" 8.4 1.9 107.4 23.9
Monaghan" 4.4 1.6 71.2 25.2
ULSTER 19.9 1.8 279.9 24.7
STATE 618.2 5.2 2887.5 24.3
*These are counties "designated" for assistance under the t.Vestern Drainage
Scheme. Part of West Cork and West Limerick are also "designated".
a~tott$:
(1)Field drainage includes Land Reclamation as well as field dt’alnage
proper.
(ii)Area improved under arterial programmes included both agricultural
land and bog land.
(iii)17arnl land inchldes areas under crop and pasture.
Sources: Doherty (1980) and Ol~ce of Public Works.
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AppendixTable4: Construction cost of arterial works in river
catchments drained
Costs per acre of agricultural land
benefiting (£ 1980)
Duration Overrun of
of At design Actual design coxt
Catchment works (£ 1980) (£ 1980) (%)
Major
Brosna 1948-55 247.2 248.4 -0.6
Glyde and Dee 1950-57 405.8 395.8 -2.5
Feale 1951-59 453.81 441.11 -2.8
Gorrib-Clare 1954-64 370.5 478.4 +29.1
Maine 1959-63 523.5 545.1 +4.1
[nny 1960-68 367.4 445.6 +21.3
Moy 1960-71 522.6 795.7 +52.3
Deel 1962-68 565.9 499.6 -11.7
Corrib-Headford 1967-73 436.4 501.9 +15.0
Boyne 1969- 472.3
Maigue 1973- 437.8
Corrib-Mask 1979- 435.8
Boyle Proposed 531.6
Minor
Nenagh 1955-60 392.7 423.0 +7.7
Ballytoige-Kilmore 1959-61 334.81 297.0t -11.3
Broadmeadow
and Ward 1961-64 427.7 255.2 -’10.3
Kinimore ax~l Cappagh 1962-68 385.2 515.9 +33.9
Bonet Proposed 623.3
ICosts per acre of all land benefiting (i.e., includes any bogland benefiting).
aVote:
Major catchments are those in excess of 100,004) acres. Minor catchments are
those of 25,000-100,000 acres. The OPW also carry out schemes on smaller
catchments and on estuarlne embankments. Only 10 percent of land drained
by completed schemes has fallen into the latter two categories.
Expenditure is deflated by the implicit price index of"Other Building and
Construction (including Land Rehabilitation)" derived from the National
Income and Expenditure Accounts.
Source: "Estimates for Public Services.
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AppendixTable5: hnproved market value of agricultural land
drained in tqver catchment schemes
1"ear work
¢olnmtnced
Improved malket value of land at constant
£ 19803
Per acre of
As % of farm land ,’Is % of
pre-drainage benefiting construction
value cosl$
Major
Brosna 1948 8 I. I 449 180.5
Glyde and Dee 1950 78.3 836 211.2
Corrib-Clare 1954 84.7 844 176.3
Maine 1959 52.0 616 113.0
lnny 1960 51.6 319 071.5
Moy 1960 62.3 488 06 I, 4
Dccl 1962 NA. 276 055.3
Corrib-Headford 1967 54.0 307 061.2
BoyneI 1969 47.2 401 085. II
MaigueI 1973 32.4 360 082.3I
Corrib-MaskI 1979 50. I 166 038.2I
Boyle~ Proposed 5 I. I 223 041.9’
~4inor
Nenagh 1955 76.6 1562 369.’t
Broadmeadow
and Ward 1961 29.4 474 185.9"
Killlmore and
Cal~pagh 1962 NA. 381 073.9
Boner2 Proposed 56.5 231 037. I "~
J’l’hese schemes are in progress; improvement value is shown as a proportion of
budgeted costs.
~Whese schemes are at proposed stagE; ianprovcnlenl ’¢ahle is shown as a
proportion of budgeted costs.
~Constructlon costs were brought to 1980 prices using the National Accounts
deflator for "Other Building and Construction". The Land Price Index used is
based on a survey of Auctioneers in the post - 1967 years. For previous years it
is based on the price of land paid by the Land Commission.
.bburce: Office of Public Works; Estimates for Public Service. Land Prices
courtesy of Paul Kelly (1979) (An Foras Tnhlntais).
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Appendix Table 6: Improved land valites and present discounted value
of primary beneJTts and cost compared
Maigue Corrlb-A,lask    Boyle    Bona
£000 (1977 Prices and profitability)
Farm revenue
Farm revenue (low growth)
Land value
Total investment costs
Total investment costs
(low growth)
Net farm income
Net farm income (low growth)
Drainage costs
Ratio analysis
Land value to net farm income
Land value to net farm income
(low growth)
Farm revenue to total
investment
Farm revenue to total
investment (low growth)
Ratio analysis
Land value to net farm income
Land value to net farm income
(low growth)
Farm revenue to total
investment
Farm revenue to total
investment (low growth)
Ratio analysis
Land value to net farm income
Farm revenue to total
investment
28,078 27,342 31,697 6,036
19,811 20,051 19,652 3,662
7,310 3,053 2,380 537
17,204 13,175 10,323 3,081
15,918 12,346 9,227 2,834
19,697 22,686 26,580 4,947
12,716 16,142 15,631 2,820
8,823 8,437 5,206 1,992
1977 pr~ andprofi~bHi~
37.1 13.5 9.0      10.9
57.5 18.9 15.2 19.0
1.632 2.075 3.071 1.959
1.245 1.624 2.130    1.292
a 1980prit~ andprofitabHi~
59.8 19.6 14.0     17.6
97.4 27.9 24.2 32.3
1.125 1.430 2.065    1.295
0.870 1.116 1.450    0.850
at pric~ m original ana~s~
24.3 15.3 12.0     17.5
1.778 1.952 2.476    1.413
aVole: Net farm income is present discounted value of future farm revenue less
all on-farm costs. Farm revenue is present discounted value of farm revenue
(gross of on-farm costs) plus saved maintenance. Cost (1) is cost of arterial
drainage construction and additional maintenance. Cost (ll) is cost ofarterlal
drainage construction and gross maintenance plus all on-farm costs. Low
growth assumed no growth in the real value of farm profit per livestock unit,
and I per cent growth in real stocking rates up to the horizon.
Aburce: Office of Public Works and own reworkings.
Deflators as in Appendix Table 5.
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Appendix Table 7: Secondary effects of drainage and the adjusted
benefit-cost ratios
A,laigue C~rrlb-A’lask Boyle Bontt
(£000 1977 price~)
Wages to the unemployed 4988 4855 3756 1243
D~-ainage of bogs -- 39 171 I
Odler 639 77 134 --
Total secondao’ benefits 5627 4971 4061 1244
Disruption to fishing 433 155 446 103
Benefit-cost ratios
Primao’:
at 1977 prices 1.632 2.075 3.071 1.959
at 1977 prices (low growth) 1.245 1.624 2.|30 1.292
at 1980 prices 1.125 1.430 2.065 1.295
at |980 prices (low growth) 0.870 1.116 1.450 0.850
Primary and sccondalT:
at 1977 prices 1.911 2.424 3.427 2.286
at 1977 prices (low growth) 1.556 2.002 2.451 1.670
at 1980 prices 1.396 1.774 2.338 1.626
at 1980 prices (low growth) 1.171 1.484 1,781 1.226
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Apiz, endixTable8: Pt~ce indices for land, consumer goods and
construction (1950-80)
Land prices Consumer prices Construction prices
(1966 = 100) (Mid-August (1970 = I00)
1953 = I00)
1950 29.8 80.8 41.2
34.9 87.2 45.8
26.3 94.8 50.6
31.5 99.8 50.9
34.1 IO0. l 49.8
1955 40.9 102.7 50.9
43.0 107. I 54.4
41.2 I I 1.5 56.9
39.6 116.5 57.9
49.9 I 16.5 56.8
1960 53.4 I 17.0 58.5
51.1 120.2 61.0
84.9 125.3 64.1
91.2 128.4 64.7
100.9 137.0 69.7
1965            95.2 143.9 71.8
94.5 148.2 75. I
100 152.9 77.9
146.1 160.1 81.1
160.7 172.0 89.9
1970 187.6 186. I 100
247.2 202.8 110.5
312.4 220.2 122.4
465.2 245.4 138.6
549.4 287.0 183. I
1975 670.8 346.9 219.3
942.7 409.3 257.9
1307.9 465.2 306.8
1470.8 500.6 337.8
2657.3 566.8 390.7
1980 1656.2 670.0 469.2
.,’~btes and Sources:
(i)The land price index is based on a stn’x,ey of auctioneer’s since 1967; for
carller years it is linked with data on the price of land by the Land
Commission. (Data by courtesy of Paul Kelly of An Foras Tahintais).
(il)C, onsumcr price index from Irish Statistical Bulletin.
(iii)Const ruction price index is the implicit price deflator used in the National
Accounts for "Other Building and Construction".
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Appendix Table 9: Earnings qf main farm enterprises (,gross ma~ittr)
Daio,ing Cattle I I/htat IJade),
(Creameo9 (.S~rlng) (Feeding)
(.bnstant Constant Constant Constant
(.~trrent pdces .,Is % of Current prices ~Is % of Current prices
.,Is % of Current prices .’Is % of
prices £(1980)/ gross prices £(1980)/ gross prices £(1980)/ gross prices £(1980)/ gross
£/LIi LU output £/LU LU output £/acre acre output £/acre LU output
tD
1966/7 50 312 79 17 106 72 32 200 73 20 125 68
1967/8 57 343 81 23 139 74 36 217 75 23 139 69
1968/9 60 347 79 25 145 72 46 266 78 25 145 70
1969 na na ,,a na na na na na na na na na
1970 na nll na na na ila na na na na na na
1971 na na na na na na na na na na na na
1972 109 418 82 37 142 na 34 130 67 26 100 63
1973 118 400 81 43 146 na 66 223 78 47 159 72
1974 97 249 71 36 92 na 61 156 71 56 144 69
1975 129 276 72 59 126 na 82 175 71 58 124 64
1976 178 324 75 66 120 55 86 156 69 63 115 64
1977 237 363 74 87 133 56 148 226 77 123 188 75
1978 272 378 70 111 154 61 127 176 72 107 149 69
1979 262 315 65 104 120 57 136 163 71 101 121 65
1980 237 237 63 100 100 54 97 97 61 87 87 59
A’ou~ce: Fa,’,n and Food l~.cscarch (1972-80); Farm Management S,,t’veys (1966-69).
.A’bte: I)cllator uscd is the CollsIl’ttctioll Price Index. Gross Mal’gin is Ihc grois output of the enterprise less dlrcct costs, h
reprc~nts the return to overhead costs, falnily labour, capital investment and management. LU = Livestock Unit.
